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eieee tne eic.tl Reeenve Banke were established end, in reeent years in

increasing quantity, the reporte of the System heve been so complete and have de-

clecribed the operations in such detail that students of bankine require hardly more

than.tho official reports to gain a fairly complete knowled(!e of the business con-

ducted by the Syntem.

rven teoce who have not studiea this literaLure understand tnat the

Reserve Panks hold the .bankine reserves of the country; that they discount paper

for their member banks; that they invest In bills or benkers acceptances and in the

securities of the United States Government; that they issue and redeem the princi-

pal currency of the country and distribute the metallic money coined by the mints;

that they collect checks and practically all other types of instruments of payment

for their members; effect the settlement of the danestic exchanges; and, in their

capacity as fiscal agents of the Treasury, borrow all the money required for the

Treasury's operations; handle the Government debt; receive on deposit the reven-

ues; and pay checks drawn by the disbursing officers.

It is important that this business be visualized as to volume as well as

character. Bearing in mind that the Federal Reserve Bank of Rely York does about

401, of the business of the whole System, its transactions for the ten months of this

year were briefly as follows: It held an average of C1,150,000,000 of reserves,

practically all gold; discounted 45,000 pieces of paper aggregating C5,200,000,000

for its members; purchaeod 81,000 acceptances for itself and for other Reserve Banks

and for member banks and foreign banks aggregating 0.450,000,000; and for account

of all Reserve and other banks and of the Government and foreign banks purchased and

sold C2,400,000,000 of Government and other securities; it counted and handled

315,000,000 pieces of paper currency aggregating C2,000,000,000 and handled a daily

average of 23 tons of coin; collected 110,300,000 chocks, notes, drafts, coupons and

other negotiable instruments aggregating C51,000,000,000; and effected payments by

telegraph, over the 15,000 miles of telegraph wires which the System now operates,
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aeereeatine C17,CCO,C00,000. Its transactions for the Treasury as the Government's

Ckscal aeont were of too great a volume end variety to express briefly in figures.

These figures are recounted for the purpose of emphasizing the character

and extent of the contact or the Reserve System with the credit and currency opera-

tions of thn cenntry end, conceeuently, the significance of the functions which the

Reserve II=1:s exercise.,

Ls to the System's policies end the purposes which inspired them, there is

new an extensive literature in the shape of critical books, magazine articles and

public addreeces. It =Id be but repetition for me to go over ground so fully dis-

cussed by so many c mpetent etudents and critics.

There is, however, one function of the Reserve System the importance of

which cannot be over-emphasized and which I have determined to discuss tonight be-

cause it is, in fact, the heart of the System upon which the operation of every

other part depends. I refer to the entirely now element which was superimposed up-

on our banking System in 1014 by the establishment of the Reserve Banks, Which were

given the power to inauence or to regulate or to control the volume of credit.

Every other function exercised by the Reserve Banks sinks 'into insignificance along

side of the far reaching importance of this major function.

Without regard to the .views which you may entertein as to the various

theories in regard to the purchasing power of money, or what may be more popularly

described as the quantity theory of money, there is hardly anyone who is familiar

with these matters who will not agree that no influence upon prices in so great in

the long run as is the influence of considerable changes in the quantity of noney,-

by which I nnan not only metal coins and paper money,, but bank deposits upon which

checks may be drawn. The Reserve Act did in fact, whether by conscious design of

its authors, or not, bring about an almost revolutionary change in three important

particulars in bank credit which may in turn have had an important relation to
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prices. (1) Mo. Let originally reduced .the reserve requirements of the national

Qanks, and, subsequently in 1017, reduced them a, . he effect of this vas to

make reserve money more efficient in that it was permitted to sustain a 'error vol-

ume of loans and deposits than previously had been permitted. (2) By conferring

the so-called cleerine house functions upon the Reserve Lanks, it speeded up the

whole System of payments; checks are collected and paid more promptly; the course

of currency shipments throughout the ccuntry has been greatly shortened and currency

passes more promptly to points of redemption; and the country-wide clearing house,

known as the Gold Settlement Fund operated on the basis'of daily telegraph settle-

ments, has greatly shortened the length of time required to effect settlement of

the entire domestic exchanges of the country. (3) But the most important change,

as I have stated, is that conferring the power upon the Reserve Banks to actually

permit or influence chances in the volume of money which serves as bank reserves

or circulates as currency. My thesis, therefore, is addressed solely to this ques-

tion of the regulation of tho volume of credit and to make clear what a chance has

taken place because of the granting of this power.

Let me refresh your memory as to how credit matters operated prior to

1014: Practically all of the commercial banks and trust companies of the country

were subject to various statutory limits as to the minimum amounts of cash and re-

'deposited reserve which they were required to carry. Except by legislative change

in reserve requirements, there was no possibility of increasing the supply of re-

serve money beyond what arose through gold production or gold imports, neithor

could the supply of reserve neney be contracted unless rold was exported. So it may

be generally stated that the total reserves of all the bnnks was incapable of con-

traction except by paying it out to the public or exporting it; and equally incap-

able of expansion unlessredeposited by the public or unless gold flowed into the

country from abroad or was produced from the nines. Bear in mind I say total and

not percentage. This had serious consequences in its relation to that mysterious
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p'nenenenon wl.ich is nee 1:elee so cerefully eer,eticatca end ehich we call the bust-

nose (or, as I would prefer to call it, the credit) cycle. At one extreme of the
(77,
Cycle the reserves of the banks reeularly becceee ireeeired. Tith deficient bank re-

serves we wore liable to see rates for "speculative" money advance to 100A or even

mere at times, and the charge for credit to merchants and renufacturers became a

severe burden upon production and distribution. In such a situation almost any per-

cucelon cap weeld r,tart n explosion. In 1CD3-5 deficient revenues of the Government

and on unfavceable trade balance vhich resulted in gold exports, coming at a time

when there was agitation for a change in our monetary laws led to great uneasiness.

The reserves of the Now York Clearing Eons° ban7cs showed shortages from $

to moot its oblirations and finally the crash came on (date) resulting

in the Now York banks, and banks generally throughout the country, suspending cur-

rency payments; very largely -suspending cash settlements between themselves for

checks sent for collection not only through the local Clearing House but throughout

the country. At that time a total of Clearing House loan certifi-

cates were ieeued.

.Much the some thing happened in 1007, when,' after a period of deficient

benking reserves running from 0 t) the extended condi-

tion of a number of New York city banks caused alarm and general suspensions of like

character to those cd2 the early 00's throughout the ceuntry. Call money loaned as

high as currency rent to ";; premium; and the domestic exchanges again

wore frozen.

Then nenin at the other extreme of the cycle, after a period of liquida-

tion, surplus reserves poured into the money centers. After this same liquidation

in the early 90's the Nov 'fork Clearing House banks at one tiro showed surplus

reserves of 0 And bear in mind that at that tire the total re-

quired reserves of the New York Clearing House banks were but clo of what they

now are. Money then loaned at less than IA. And the same occurrence was witnessed

to . Fear developed that the Treesury would not have sufficient gold
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after the-liquidation of 1:37 when the surplus reserves of -the New Yoric City

Clearing Roue° bankc rose to c":

Vihile under the conditions first described, every bank was seeking to

withdraw leano, under the conditions last described, the banks were forcing money

into the r ney would beeeme almost unloenoble and the temptation to the

speenletee e--I his kind as extreme. I, pereenally, recall making loans on the

Eve York Stock Exchange at 3/4 of

5.hese extreme credit conditions arcse beceuse there was no stretch.

When the period of surplus reserves arose fumes poured into the speculative mar-

kets. When the period of deficient reserves arrived all the banks sought to con-

tract their loans to make good their reserves and we witnessed the extremes of

speculation and of business embarrasvment. There was neither control of the vol-

ume of credit, nor moderating influence as to rates of interest. And, finally,

there was no control over the movanents of gold in end out of the country. I re-

call the Governor of the Dank of England telling me in MG that one of the most

menacing influences on their reserve position was the possibility of a gold move-

mcnt to America or from America as a result of our erratic money market, which no

influence that they could exert vas capable of etemming; of their regarding our

so-called free gold market as one of the worst nenaces to the stability of their

own credit position.

I have refreshed your memory as to the conditions which prevailed under

the old Systeln in order to bring out in contrast the extentto which it differs

from present conditions. As things are now, ',Then a period of business eApansion

arrives, whether it be an annual and seasonal one, or whether it be due to a series

of favorable crops at home and bad harvests abroad, - in other words whether it be

the short cycle of seacono or the lone cycle of periods of years, - such expansion,

whatever its cause, can now be easily financed because of the power of the Federal

Reserve System to furnith the required reserve money as needed and thereby permit
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the mee.ber banks in tern and in lereer volueo to increeze thele lo-ae and dieeele..e,

ond, comeleendinely, their deeeeite.

Dut now we cosse to one ee t-ee grave fal/oeien in reeeed to the Reserve

Syetam. I fear there are tinny people rho still hold to the notion that some rays-

' eriees is.le,ene or procees will onerate then this enlareed volume of credit is no

lo-,ee se.eed COe it 'ill L iheet -ealsle..el or persuasion,

placently to walk Lack to the Reoeeve Bunk and ourrenJer iteelf for cancellation.

And poesibly eeeoher fellacy still prevails ce,:ore those who believe that becalm° of

certain very emactine requirements of the Federal Reserve Act, and the reculations

of the Reserve Board, as to the type of loan which the Reserve Banks nay make, or

the character of the paper which they may discount, that there is some control exer-

cised by the Reserve System as to the uses to which the credit so extended by the

Reserve Banks shall be applied by the berrowire?; member bank. Practical experience

in the operation of the Reserve System seems to have disclosed somethinp2 of impor-

tance as to the ray credit is exteaded; as to the way that credit is retired when

it is no loner needed; and as to the impossibility of control of the use that

shall be made of it while it is in existence.

First as to the extension of creilit, which nay be described as normal or

seasonal or necessary and legitimate. Practically the only motive which impels a

member bank to borrow from the Reserve Bank is to make rood an existing, or ex-

pected, imnailerJent of its reserve. I think you may accept my statement that this

is true, but let me give one illustration. Every member bank is required by law

to maintain a certain minimum reserve on deposit with its ROSW70 Bank and if it

fails to do so it is subject to an interest penalty upon the amount of the impair-

ment considerably higher than the rerular rate of dincount of the Reserve Bank.

This reserve in same cities is figured as a weekly average end in the rest of the

country as the average of a fortnight. Every member bank met report its reserve

position and submit to penalty if the average is impaired. Now, in practice, the

way this works is very Dimple, end I shall use the case of a largo New York City
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Lank to illusteate: the mornine it sends its exchanges through the

oaring Ebuee and, as tha rceult, it Las to pay out reeorve moncy or receives sur-

plus reserve money according to nheLher it is debtor 02 creditor. Throughout the

day it has deposits made and withdrawn; it rakes new loans and has old loans re-

paid; it buys and sells securities; and foreign exchange and furnishes currency

to euetceeers. And as the reeult of thee.° and ether transactions, at sone hour of

the day the member bank rust make up what it calls iteocition." If its reserve

has become impaired as the result of the day's business it borrows from us to rnIce

good its reserve. If the day' a transactions give rise to a surplus reserve with us,

the proper thing for the member bank to do would be to at once repay any funds which

it had already borrowed from the Reserve Dank, although it may not do co. The chances

are that if it does not do so it will be because it has an opportunity to employ the

funds in come more profitable way than in paying off the Reserve Bank, - that is to

say it can lend the money at a higher rate than the rate which it pays us upon 1t3

loan, nemely our discount rate.

You will observe that in every case, and practically every day, the member

bank, in gauging Ito reserve position, must of necessity determine hether it shall

borrow, and if so how much, or whether it shall repay borrowings already made, and

If so how much, and the alternative to borrowing cr repaying is either withdrawing

loans from the market in some form, if it is chort, or making additional loans, if

it is over, without recourse to the Reserve Bank in either case. New, in the long

run, it is my belief that the greatest influence upon the member bank in adjusting

Its daily poeition is the influence of profit or loss; that while it may regularly

borrow to make good impaired reserves, it will repay its borrowings at the earliest

possible moment unless the inducement of profit leads it to continue borrowing and

to employ any surplus that arises in fresh loons. It nay, therefore, be safely

stated that as business expands for seasonal reasons or for any other reason, member

banks will borrow from the Reserve Banks to make good deficient reserves caused by
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the expansion of their loans, provided the rate at the reeerve ,Jank is .not so hieh

Os to Lake that berreeie too coetly. Eut, on the other hand, if borrowing at the

Reserve rank is profitable beyond a certain point, there will bo strong temptation

to use surplus reserves when they arise for the making of additional loans rather

than for repaying the recerve rank.

I shell discuss the question of rate control later, but I wish first to

emphasize this important fact: Practically all borrewing by member banks from the

Recerve Banke is ox post facto. The condition rhich gave rise to the need for bor-

rowing had already came into existence before the application to borrow from the

Reserve Dank was made, and experience has shown that large borrowings in New York

City have in the past usually been explained by the member bank as. caused by the

borrowing operation of the Treasury, by seasonal demands, but more frequently be-

cause of the withdrawal of deposits.

Now as to the limitations which the Federal Reserve Act seeks to impose as

to the character of paper thich a Reserve Bank may discount. When a member bank's

reserve balance is impaired, it borrows to make it good, and it is quite impossible

to determine to what particular purpose the money so borrowed may have been applied.

It is simply the not reserve deficiency caused by a great naes of transactions. The

borrowing member bank selects the paper which it brings to the Reserve Bank for dis-

count not with regard to the rate which it bears, but with regard to various elements

of convenience, that is the denomination of the paper, its maturity, whether it is in

form to be easily and inexpensively delivered physically to the Reserve Baal: or not,

and it makes little difference to the borrowing bank what transactions may have caused

the impairment of its reserve, because the paper which it discounts with the Reserve

Dank may have no relation whatever to the impairment that has arisen. To specify

more exactly, because this is an important point, suppose a member bank's reserve

became impaired solely because on a given day it had mado a number of loans on the

stock exchange; it might then came to us with conmercial paper which it had
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diecounted 1. - to the fee:

of the day; and with the proceeds of the discount make geed the impairment. If it
0

was the dealer/ of the authors of the Federal Beserve. Act to prevent thee funds so

advanced by Federal Reserve Banks from being loaned on the stock exchanee or to non-

member state banks or in any other type of inclieible loan, there would be only one

ra7 to prevent to free:7 being se peed, and that is b7 preTenting the reelbor banks

.freeteaking .1e1=3 r:LtLver, or day it leans if it had. Lnd, in

fuct, derin-; the peak of the period of cepansion I believe the amount of paper which

had been discounted with the Federal Reseme Banks &mailed only 144 of the

loans and discounts of the :.mher barks. The rember beei!es undoubtedly had a Tory

much larger amount of eligible paper than inaceted by this selall percentage, but,

beyond that, a great mass of ineligible loans, and serely it cannot be claimed that

the pro.asione of the Act, which specify so exactly what paper is eligible, can pos-

sibly have exercised any influence upon the application of the proceeds of these

loans by the member banks.

have enlarged upon this point so as to bring out this fact: - that the

expansion of the loan account of the Federal Reserve Banks, which as ou know fir-

Dishes the foundation for a much greater expansion of loans and deposits of the

commercial banke. can be brought about as the result of any expansion in the benking

position of the country, no utter what may be its cause. The eligible paper we

discount is simply the vehicle through which the credit of the Reserve System is

convoyed to the members. But the definition of eligibility does not effect the

slightest control over the use to Ithich the proceeds are applied.

Coine a stop further, this means that the Reserve ranks will be subject

to danands upon them, expressed to be sure in the form of eligible paper but which

may have had their origin in any sort or expansive development, stock speculation,

real estate speculation, crop moving, building operation, foreign bond issues, or

anything else. Such an influence can arise through the borrowings not only of the
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United States Government in the market, but, indirectly, through borrowinns or all

Oinds which have the effect of impairing reserves.

Eby going still one step further, let me emphasize the contrast between

the conlitionn which prevailed in the old System and those which have now arisen.

I have pee:.nted out how, in the extremes of tho trade c:yele we have on the one hand

impaired reecrves and very hinh interest rates and on the other hand surplus reserves

and very 1= intern:et ratec. That condition has now quite disappeared. In actual

operation, then the reserves of the member banks become impaired they promptly bor-

row and they do not have to scramble around emong their customers or on the stock

exchange to call loans so as to make good the impairment. So, on the other hand,

when they have surplus reserves they are generally inclined to repay what they may

have already borrowed from us rather than make new loans, provided, of course, our

rates are properly adjusted to market rates, and they will continue to do so unless

borrowing from the Reserve Bank becomes so profitable as to be a temptation.

Eby you rill observe that under the old System we experienced those periods

of reserve deficiene7 and extremely high rates for money and reserve surpluses and

extremely low rates for money, but under the present System all that has changed.

Broadly speaking, there is no surplus reserve in the hands of the banks, whether

members of the System or not. Men business expansion or new loans cause iNpaired

reserves the member barks borrow- from us; when surplus reserves arise for one reason

or another, they repay to us. The consequence of this is, of course, that we have

no such extraordinarily high or /ow interest rates as sometimes obtained. The funds

flow in and out of the Reserve Dank day by day as sort of a leveling off process,

so to speak. Now in a banking System where 10,000 banks, which represent over 55%

of the banking deposits of the country, have convenient access to a source of bor-

rowing such as the Reserve Banks, what are the possibilities that this borrowing

may get beyond control; that the volume of credit may become dangerously enlarged

and that in consequence we may be guilty of furnishing credit which might only re-

sult in marking up prices without any increase in production, with all of the
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injustices which arc Lure to result?

raise chances c0 cueLl a elevelcpment can only be underSteed if ene is

familiar with credit conditions in allparts of the country. They could well be

crossed in the form of a map upon rhich current local rates of interest through-

out the ceuntry uonld be eepreeeed ac rep:: are nl-eded to indicate reuntain ranges

and their peek.s. It ould be found tha over a lance pt 32 to ceneiC-

crable portions of-the rAddle west, and generally throughout the Rocky Lbuntain

region increet rates are not only hi-h, but in nary eases as high as 12%. Not

only do the venry lawo of sore states permit banks to lend money as high as 10% ar

12;;, but in practice a very large number of the smaller banks throughout the coun-

try in states ehich permit high rates make praceicelly all of their loans at rates

ranging all the way from 8% to 12'70, and there are many bneks that charge oven

higher rates by various round about methods. But the rate difficulty becomes more

acute when it is realized that even within one Federal Reserve district or large

area like Kansas City or San Francisco, there may be sections where rates as high

as 12;fJ are charged, hit, on the contrary, in the money centers, especially in the

city where the Reserve Bank is located, the rates may be little if any higher than

those prevailing in New York City.

Bearing in mind, however, that a membar bank may be impelled to berrow

not only because deposits are withdrawn but equally because it has made loans, in

allot those sections whore the loaning rate is much higher than the Reserve Bank

rate the temptation rill naturally be ever present to expand leans indefinitely so

long as the Reserve flank is in a position to lend. This eituation, which prevails

In some parts of the country, is quite different from that in New York City, where

the vast bulk or bank loans are made at a fairly uniform rate and mere it is pos-

sible for the Reserve Bonk, by an adjustment of its rate, to exert some restraint

upon the extent to which its members borrow from it.
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Deferring until later any further discussion of methods of control of

_brrowing, which means control of the voluiee of credit, let me now refer to that

appears to no to be the most perplexing difficulty in the exercise of such con-

trol as ray be possible through tho discount rate. It is a condition which has

ariecn as a result of the uur and it is apprc; :iato to inLro.:ece this part of the

discussion by quoting from the report made by the Britieh Coelite° on Guerency and

Foreign Exchange, frequently called the CunlifZe report, as follows:

:honever before the war the 1)c:ilk's reserves were being
depleted, the rate of discount was raised. This, as we have al-
ready explained, by reacting unon the rates for money generally,
acted as a check which operated in two t::-s. On the one hand,
raised money rates tended directly to attract cold by lessening
the dsnae;e for lcens for buelnees purposes, they tended to chock
expenditures and so to lower prices in this country, with the re-
sult that inports were discouraged end exports encouraged, and
the exchanges thereby turned in our favor. Unless this twofold
check is kept in working order the eholo currency system will be
imperilled. To maintain the connection between a cold drain and
a rise in the rate of discount is essential."

Various influences woro set in motion by the war which have resulted in

our receiving over t2,000,000,000, in gold in excess of what WO held before the

war started, giving us now a total cold stock of about '.23,800,000,000 of which

nearly .2:3,100,C)00,000 is hold by the Reserve Banks. This is roughly a billion and

three-quarters in excess of what the minimum 'Legal reserve requirement- of the

Federal Reserve Act would now require us to hold against our present deposit and

note liabilities. Under the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act as originally

passed by Congress, the Federal Reserve Banks, when all of the reserves had been

paid in, would have had a loaning power of roughly t . With

this enormous mass of gold now in our hands, we have a lending power at present

In excess of the billion and ono-quarter of loans and investments now made of

roughly 1) Had there been no war there would have been no

disturbance to the fareicn exchanges. With the foreign exchanges fluctuating

within the gold chipping points any considerable expansion of credit in this
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country which caused prices to sharply advance would very probably have been

rienalized by a cold c1)oet move. With the exchen:ce as they now aro, that

is with the dollar at a premium practically the world over, geld cannot be ex-

ported, certainly not in large quantity except after such a period of expansion

and risine prices in this country as would entail a veritable orgy of speculation;

such a del. ne in crceit, in fact us would 1. t:Le cee T. of

dollar progressively first possibly to the le,e1 of the currencice of the neutral

countries, than to sterling, then to the franc, etc. And this brings mo to the

point which is of such importance to the management of the Reserve System.

Before the war, as is set out in the Cunliffe report, a large gold ex-

port movement was the visible and convincing evidence, not only to the management

of the bank of issue, but to the country generally, that the bank rate must be

raised. To be sure other conditions then a gold movement could well justify in-

creasing the rate of discount of the beek of issue, but a large gold export move-,

ment,such, for instaneo, as we suffered in the-early 90's, which even impaired the

gold reserves of the Government of the United States, would require little argu-

ment or explanation to convince the country that the bank of issue must take steps

to protect the gold reserve.

As we are now situated, it is true that we may from time to time lose

small amounts of gold to those ceuntries where the currency has not been greatly

depreciated. We have recently shipped some gold to Canada and it was a natural

movement because the Canadian exchange had gone to a premium and dollars to a

discount as the result of a large loan which the Canadian Covernmcnt floated in

this country. And from tire to time the currents of trade and the balance of

international payments may indeed result in small amounts of oer excessive gold

holdings being withdrawn, but, with the currencies of most of the trading and

banking nations of the world so much depreciated below ours -- ranging from 107,

in the case of sterling to the vanishing point in the wee of Germnny, Austria
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and Ruusia --- it 0=': ultesether unliksly that any considera710 selount of or

Qurplus gold will be taksa frea us. OLher 6han such a Csebauch of ce:pansion as I

have described, the only possibilities of early losses in gold that I can see

T. be throush radicsl eco in the re:notary laws of those nations whose eur-

roseies Lse r.esatly d,s;roziatc'3, 11an, of course, the balancing of their

Ec7c2n=1 rc- sees (rd. ersendituros.

In the absence of the possibility, I may say oven the rc-ote possibil-

ity, of aay such nova-lent and in the face of the conditions which I have described

as to interest rates in different sections of the country, what should be the policy

of the resloral ROSOTTO System in exercising this function which is of such supreme

importance of regulating or influencing the volume of credit.

This brings us in fact to those important questions of policy in which

human judE71iont plays so large a pert. Various suggestions as to the policy of the

Reserve System have been advanced by critics and students. They all seem to lead

back to the two methods of regulation of credit volume which aro, after all fun-

damental. One may be described as the exorcise of discretion by each Reserve Peak

as to the amount which it is willing or which it thinks wise to lend to borrowing

nambers. The other is the exercise of such influence ar centrol as is possible

through the fixing of the discount rate. It night at first seem that these two

methods of regulation were in conflict with each other, but they are in fact both

necessary and complementary; both have advantages and limitations.

In a renoral way it in my opinion, although others may differ from ne,

that, so lone as presont conditions exist, rate regulation will
operate effectively

In the long run as to the great mass of American bank credit, that is as to those

banks which hold the principal amount of deposits and loans, provided the rates

are wisely established by all of the Reserve Banks, and especially by those Resoisie

Banks which are located 3n the larger cities of the east. It is in those centers

that interest rates are lowest enl most stable and where the range is narrowest
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betweenminimum and waximum rates; but in the sections of the country more rewto

from the money centers, whore interest rates are higher, as was earlier dezerncd,

the exercise of a wise discretion by the management of the Reserve Dank is Lepora-

tive, otherwise the facilities of the Reserve System night be abused by member

banks borrowing excessively for profit.

Let ne describe some of the difficulties of exercising diseeelon.

the discretion, as I have earlier described, must be exercised ex post facto. The

transactions giving rise to impaired reserves by the borrowing members have already

occurred when the borrowing. from the Reserve- Bank is desired. Applying discretion

to the borrowings of members under these circumstances really moans that all one

can do is to scold them. If the funds are not advanced to make good the reserve,

then indeed the reserve balance is used by the member just the same only the penalty

rate is higher. In the course of time that bank would restore its reserve because

the law would prevent its paying, dividends or making nem loans until it is restored.

That type of scolding, however, generally causes irritation.

A second difficulty is geographical. How can discretion be exercised in

the case of applications for loans by banks so remote that even the mail

takes four days one way?

A third difficulty arises OD to the basis upon which discretion shall be

exercised. Who is to judge as to whether the transactions which cause the reserve

impairment were justified or unjustified? A loss of deposits, theoretically, would

always justify borrowing, but If the impairment arises because of loans mode how is..

a judgment possible as to any one loan without judging equally of all loans made by a

nember bank?

Fourth, even assuming that ouch judgment were possible, who Shall say how

much each member bank shall be permitted to borrow without exceeding the bounds of

prudence? Is it fair to assume that a member bank Should liquidate once a year, or
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twice a year, no that its borrowine rorjui.. 1(nay, or Ciettle we

nit that a certain aeount of bee.ecene frem the neeerve . nay be pereanent?

Section 4 of the Act provides thet a Reeerve ?1 sh:11 "extend to each member bank

such discounts, advancements and accommodations as may be safely and reasonably made

with due recd for the claims and demands of other ne.fecr beaks." Ituch difficult/

17111 ..ee c'e liceeed -e of e: ce: diz-ict in 7-ekine those nice

ciL:to is cee. Clebrict Je_ (2, 1-".t, c:'..cee:ine, this to all tho man-

ee:ees of the tee,lee Ileeerve 7enke, with the 10,C:ij Leefeers with which they must

it would indeed appear to be impossible to exercise such discretion with universal

justice. Indeed it may well be that in the absence of a Drench BenLd.ne System the

rederal Reserve System will be the veUele for ferniehing a certain amount of credit

permanently to those remote sections ef the country where interest rates are high

and where 1iId copital is deficient.

A fifth difficulty appears to arise as to the regulation of the total

amount of credit for the 7thole banking system as distinfelished from the total

which any one member may be allowed to borrow. Obviously the twelve Reserve Banks

cannot work out such a nice mathematical armne=nt of credit as would nerve the

requirements of all the banking Cyst= and work smoothly, because these requirernents

vary greatly at different seasons of the yea and in different sections.

A sixth difficulty is at once obvious were the System to assume responsi-

bility for declining loans to msmbers which made it necessary for those members to

decline loans to customers. It has always seemed to me that the primary responsi-

bility far any loan made by a bank to its customer should rest with the officers

and directors of that bank and that the Reserve Bank should never assume that

responsibility nor be willing to accept the consequences of exercising it.

And.a seventh and last difficulty, although this may not indeed be all

of them, is one which I regard as more serious then any of the others, - the exer-

cise of powers conferred by the Reserve Act upon the Reserve Banks by this rule
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or peesonal Leo_ eedon, I rear, would doeielpp inevitably in time a bureonee.,...

attitude of mind on the part of tho reneeers of the Reserve Banks which would be

unfortunate indeed for the welfare of the whole bankine System. Power excites ap-

polite for 1DrO peeoe. 17eers in t:::.yo would rnel and the public would rebel.

- on the othee hend, it be cel eiat if a nemer bank is ablo.

to leen ell ef ite fero et .10'e ee et lY and if it in reein en hieh no Intor-

i ihe opeee oaity to Clif2,c:ount peper at its Reoerve Benk

at 1/ee tee: ion to r:,7J7.0 the additional profit by enlareine its business

and discountine freely cannot well be escaped. Nor can the Reserve Bank charge

that member ber2: a rate ellich ould operete as a restraint to Its borreeine without

charoine a like, rate to reel= banks in its aen city or in the money centres of its

district which would put the resources of the Reserve Dank entirely beyond tile reach

of most, if not all, of the large bellies of the district. Therefore, however, dif-

ficult may be the exorcise of discretion, in some Reserve districts that would appear

for the present to be the only means of exercising a regulatory influence.

On the other hand, let us see how the rate will operate. I think one

should look upon the credit structure of the country as an inverted pyramid at the

base of which is a foundation of bricks of cold l' hich enjoy the peculiar power of

sustaining each its own proportion of the (natio.° inverted pyramid. Those bricks

of gold are the bank reserves held by the Reserve Bank. If one brick is taken out

of the base, the series or stones resting upon it, representing the volume of credit

sustained by that reserve brick, nust, inevitably, come down. And if a brick is

added, by co much the pyramid is very shortly erlerced. If the Reserve Dank rate

Is so leer as to be an inducement to borrowine additional tiers of bricks will be

laid at the foundation and the pyramid will be by so much enlarged; and the re-

verse is equally true if the rate does not induce borrowing, - the size of the

pyramid may be kept unchanged, or even reduced.
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rut° t ntrol of. the cr, a iety of Cno

e that it io denocratie. It Lies to ell like and it 3..ge:oees little, if any,

expostulation and remonstrance to make it e:Zective. It Lust be aCeitted tat en

advance in tho discount rates by the Reserve Banks will not necesearily influence

pro:1:tly ,atein pc 1.,-; of hi'h interest =too in eemo sections. Put I rather

doubt nie- i2 it is tenle t:nCt it aJ eo. I1tkiii n-t "-le of ete-

'tistical enDport, I think the statement nay be hanara:d fzeza past eperienee that a

rate which is effective in eheckinn borrowing in the nenoy contere, or oven in rc-

C-cing berrewin, will indirectly be an influence in all sections of the country.

It certainly has tho effect of what I might describe as "driving borrowers beck

home." It is custonary for rany concerns which do a larce business to borrow in

the cheapest money markets, no matter where their offices and business try be loeat-

ed. If row York, for instance, should advance diecount rates and member banks in

turn advanced rates to their customers, a certain number of these out-of-town bor-

rowers would go to their local banks for their leans if the rates there are satis-

factory eo as to enablo the borrower to pay off in New York. This process I believe

would ho found, could it be analyzed, to bo many timos repeated, BO that the effect

of rate changes in the twelve Reserve cities is not confined alone to those cities

but extends throughout the country.

Another point frequently overlooked in regard to the effect of the rate is

duo to lack of understanding oC the way in which borrowing from the Reserve Bank

originates, - that is through impaired reserves. Every bank knows about what its

loanable funds cost it on the avera7e and about what it receives on all of the money

which it is loaning. It knows about 'what its expense:sand overhead amount to and the

difference is its profit. then a bank's reserve becomes impaired so that it must

borrow, it doee not pick out a particular pioco of paper which it has discounted at

a higher rate of interest and then rediecount that paper at the Reserve Bank rate

od figure that it is making a profit, but it is much more liable to nee whether
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the borrowing from the Reserve Bank at tho Reserve Ifink rate involves in point of

,rfact an absolute loss, Cr whether it may not be less expensive to reduce loans or

sell investments and avoid borrowings. Exnressing it differently, the rate at

which a Reserve Bank lends to its member bank has no particular relation to the

rate which a member bunk receives on any of its transactions, but it has a relation

to the average of all rates received by the nember ban% and the average cost of ell

.of its loanable funds. And from this I have always concluded that I firnly believe

to be the fact, that a Reeerve rank rate in order to be effective in restraining un-

due borrowing, dew; not necessarily need to be a penalty rate, that is to say a rate

fixed so hi ell that there will be no differential in favor of the borrowing bank on

env paper which it may have taken from its customers, even the highest rate paper.

But an effective rate will likely ho somewhere within the range between the average

cost of all its loanable funds, including overhead, and the average that it receives

upon all of its earning assets, with due allowance, or course, for loss of intersst

on reserves.

The chief advantage of rate control, however, is in the way it sarves more

definitely to regulate tho total volume of credit as distinguished from the total

amount of loans to any one individual member bank. I would regard the determination

of the amount tc be loaned to an individual member bank as a credit natter to be

determined just as any loan would be determined by any bank to any customer. But,

on the other hand, I would regard the rate policy of the Federal Reserve System as

a national credit policy more directly related to regulating the volume of credit

in the country so as to maintain stable credit conditions.

Finally, however, we met recognize that there are many people, who believe

that more money, and cheap money, Incans prosperity and happiness. To those people.

an advance of discount rates may at times be difficult to explain. It in on that

account that the absence of natural movements of cold is most unfortunate; end it

is for that reason, astral as for many others, that the world will be better off
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by a promDt return to tho cold standard and free gold payments.

0 Permit mic) now to Lake a brief resume of this long on:.- i:escrvo

Banks have been given. the poor to create reserve balances and to eilarge extent

to regulate the volt mo of credit. That volume of credit expands in res:)onse to ex

post feeto berr7ing by rnmber bInks; the mass of their transactions causing the

borronlng having already copnrre4 there is no means by which the Reserve :. arLI;. can
.control the use nhich Is of the which it loons to i,s lacrlow,. Credit

so borrowed from the Reserve Banks is less likely to return for cancellation when

no longer legitimately roTiird if discount rates aro too low, and a high discount

rate will operate to induce its return. Cho present banking Systam has created a

situation :here there is no surlus of banicinn reserves in the country, and where

there is not likely to be a deficiency. The real reserve barometer is the reserve

percentage of the Reserve Banks. The impulse which will load the Reserve System

to change rates must for the present largely arise from general conditions, and it

cannot be expected that the impulse to advance rates will be given by cold exports

for a long time to conc. Therefore, the regulatiol of the volume of credit which

is the chief function of the Reserve System must be effected by a combination of

rate changes and due caution as to members' borrowings.

The Federal Rescrve,System has always impressed me as being essentially

a social instituticn. It is not' a super-Government, it is simply the creature of C

Congress, brought into being in response to a public demand. It was not created

only to servo the banker, the farmer, the manufacturer, nor the merchant, nor the

Treasury of the United States. It was brought into being to servo thorn all. Its

guiding influence is not profit. Practically all its receipts over expanses go

to the Government. For somo the service it performs is direct, for others it is

indirect, but is not loss definite nor any less important. It needs and cake that

it be given the benefit of intelligent study and enlightened criticism. Its

future depends upon its own good behaviour and upon its success in winning and

holding the confidence of the public.Digitized for FRASER 
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la. At what time in the early 90's (when the endless chain was working) were the
Revenues of the Treasury deficient?

In the fourth quarter of the fiscal year of 1801 and in two quarters
of 1302.

b. When was the period of unfavorable trade balances?

Fiscal year 1338 - 28,000,000
1830 - 3,000,000
1803 19,000,000 (but for the last six months of this year

the unfavorable balance was :69,000,000.)

co When wore we exporting gold and how much?

Excess of exports over imports fiscal years as follows:

1839 - 45D,000,000
1200 - 4,000,000 -

1091 - 65,000,000
1302 - 500,000
1693 - 88,000,000
1694 - 5,000,000
1895 - 30,000,000
1806 - 70,000,000

d. On what dates and for what amounts in the early 90's were the reserves
of the Now York Clearing House banks impaired?

When did the actual crash came that resulted in the issuing of Clearing
Ii01130 Loan certificates?

November 11,1.090 Juno 1093

- What was the total amount of certificates issued in the early 90's?

Total issue New York Clearing House banks in 1800 - 16,645,000
u u " " 1593 - 41,490,000

1090
33rd week 600,000

1393
27th reek 5,100,000

34
55
36

ft 2,500,000
500,000

1,400,000

23
29
50

f

ft

4,300,000
1,300,000
4,300,000

37 ft 3,200,000 31 4,000,000
42 300,000, 32 f 10,500,000
43
45

ft

I t

100,000.
2,500,000

33
34

It

ft
11,600,000
0,800,000

40 900,000 35 1,500,000
49 2,400,000
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2a, When did the Associated Clearing House Banks' reserves become deficient in
1907 and for whet amounts and on what dates?

1007 Oct. 26 .1:.1 1,200,000
Nov. 2 33,800,000

9 51,900,000
16 53,700,000
23 54,100,000 (maximum)
30 53,000,000

Dec. 7 46,200,000
14 40,100,000
21 31,000,000
23 20,200,000

1008 Jan. 4 surplus

How high did call money Joan?

125%

What was the premium on currency at the time of the 1007 panic?

:leached 4 per cent three times in November.

3a. After the liquidation in the early 00's the Clearing House banks developed
enormous surpluses and, as I recall, money loaned below one per cent.
When did this surples reach its maximum and how ruch was it?

Janilary-February 1894 Maximum 0.11,600,000, first week February

The same occurred in 1907 or 1903: when did the surplus arise and how much
was it?

Began January, 1008 and reached maximum, 01,000,000 last week of June.

In the earl 001c when this -,Teat surplus reserve arose what was the total
required Ieserves of the associated banks, as distinguished from the re-
serve they actually had; and what percentage is that coirpared to the
required reserves of the N.ew York Clearing House banks today?

Average required for year 1894 vas ' ,158,300,000
Avcrae required reek endiw; November 18, 1922 was kli;511,000,000

per cent 1E394 to 1922 is 27.

What percentaFe of tho banking deposits of the country are represented by the
10,000 banks which are members of the Reserve ystem?

About 55 per cent (June 30, 1021).

Am I correct in my belief that prior to the war our total gold stock ras
01,800,0,0,000 and that today it is 0,800,000,000, so that our net increase
is about ;2,000,000,000? (This should be taken frier:lithe Treasury statements
or tho Assay Office reports.)

01,891,000,000 in 1014 (June 30) and 03,902,000,000 in November 1922.
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Strong's Addresses and Articles, 1915 - 1918

List of addresses, 1914 - 1922

Speech at Williamstown, January 14, 1915,(17 typed pages).

Two drafts of a speech, not dated, without a title, prepared before July 15, 1915,
concerning the Federal Reserve System. (16 typed pages each)

Address at New York State Bankers Association, Group VI, Hotel Martinique, New

York City, Dec. 9, 1915 (6 typed pages, of which the first portion, to the last

paragraph on page 4ts in Strong's Interpretations of Federal Reserve Policy,

edited by W. R. Burgess, 1930)

Article,"Federal Reserve Notes and Gold Reserves ", a discussion of the practical

operations of the Currency provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, Oct. 1916,

(20 typed pages)

Article, "The Federal Reserve Act and Our Currency", Jan. 15, 1917(13 typed pages)

7 Two drafts of an introduction to Prof. Kemmererts book, The ABC of the Federal Reserve

System( 5 and 3 typed pages, April 1918?)

Lie

, .01

,Ate.12-14
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ADDRESSES MADE BY BENJAMIN STRONG

November 14, 1914 At luncheon of Merchants Association

0 January 14, 1.915 / At Williams College - Book Lecture Course

July 6, 1915

"Government Loans"

"Financing Government Loans"

"Waste and Economy"

At the Bankers Club - At luncheon of the Bond Club of New York

At Atlantic City - At American Bankers Association Convention

'At Metropolitan Opera House - Liberty Loan Meeting

"More Liberty Bonds, or More Income?"

Informal meeting at which Secretary Glass was present

At Washington, D. C. - "War Finance" - Before students of Army
War College

Address on War Finance prepared for Army War College to
(revised) be read to students

Address made at luncheon held at Hotel McAlpin by United
Waist League of America

2 Address - Oneonta, N. Y. (Mr. Smith's Bank)

Address made at luncheon at University Club, given by President
of American Bankers Assoc. to Hon. Reginald McKenna

PPtober 26, 1922 Address - Students Army War College, Washington, D. C.

November 17, 1922 Address made at dinner of Rensselaer County Bankers at
Troy Club, Troy, N. Y.

November 28, 1.922 Address before Graduate College, Harvard University,Cambridge, Mass.

December 13, 1922 Address - Convention of American Farm Bureau Federation,
Sherman Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

July 16, 1917

August 3, 1917

August 3, 1917

September 14, 1917

September 28, 1917

September 27, 1918

September 28, 1918

April 3, 1.919 V

April 11, 1911

June 19, 1922

June 6, 1922

July 27, - 29, 192

October 3, 1922

co-... 01;

Before the members of the Bankers of
the State of New York.

At the Hotel Martinique - Before New York State Bankers
Association. Group VI

May 14, 1915 At Atlantic City

May 22, 1915 At Garden City

June 24, 1915 At Saratoga Springs - Before the first general convention
of the bankers of the State of New York

October 2, 1915

October 7, 1915

December 9, 1915 i/
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al,
Copy of Jr. Benjamin Strong's speech C/Var

delivered at Williamstown, January, 1915,
4

You will recall Mr. Taft's statement that the first ideal for which

a lawyer must strive, is thorough professional education. If you choose bank-

ing as an occupation, the important part of your education will commence the

day you enter the bank, and your success will depend upon your mastery, by hard

work, and close application, of both the detail of banking machinery, and the

principles governing its operation. It is also imortant that you place a cor-

rect value upon the results of the work that you are doing, though at the time

they may appear to be of small consequence.

.111.1e: the measure of commercial success is commonly exeressed in dol-

lars, any honest vocation in which the material reward of ability and hard work

is making money, can also be made to contribute toward the making of good or

bad citizens. If a life of hard work is concluded with the reward of simply a

huge estate, the worker may find that he has missed or overlooked the accom-

plishment of purposes which would have produced infinitely greater satisfaction

than will the possession of property. We are now witnessing the growth of con-

victions regarding standards of citizenship in business affairs which are having

a profound effect upon our laWs anfi our business methods. But ignorant abuse

of bankers and baaaing methods must not be allowed to prejudice your decision,

nor should it lead you to believe that barkers are wholly selfish, that their

business is sordid, or that their point of view is n narrow one.

The technique and clerical detail of any business to be sure, is usually

dry and uninteresting, but, with the stimulus of a correct knowledge of its

economic value, work in a bank will prove to be of absorbing interest. Banking

is, in fact, the binder of commerce and brings the successful banker into con-

tact with every manner of business enterprise. Should you undertake that work
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it will br better done if you realize that it has a eurpose of large signifi-

cance, and that you will assist in the discharge of obligations to the public

and services to the Goverment which bring satisfying rewards, while not inter-

ferring in the least with the exorcise of your talents to earn dividends for

stockholders.

lir. Paul :I arburg, in his pamphlet on "The Discount System in Burope",

has forcefully stated the great problem of banking in the following language:

"If banks were to keep, in cash, all the money deposited with

them, business would come to a sterdstill and a crisis would

ensue. If banks wore to lend to those who apply for loans

all the money an deposit with them, a general panic and col-

lapse would follow a short period of overstimulation. Between

these two extremes lies the middle course, the finding of which

is the problem, and its practice the art of banking."

The purpose of this vapor is to illustrate, by a few simple examples,

how Le, 'prinking credit structure grows upon, anc is supported by the gold reserves;

haw these reserves, of necessity, are constantly shifting from one institution to

another, from one section to another, and from one country to another, and how

important duties and responsibilities in the custody and control of these gold re-

serves extend with our commerce throughout the world.

The operations I shall mention occur in endless variety in the operation

of the banking system with which you are alreade familiar. They will, therefore,

be best suited to bring out the points that I have in mind, and incidentally, they

will illustrate some of the defects of the old system and permit me to point out

in conclusion the beneficial effect that our now system will have in this respect.
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EXPANDING

CHANGES T OTALS

80,000 240,000 320,000

, bank, (call it the First National), receives a deoosit of 4t80,000 of gold,

Ithicn the depositor brings to this country from Europe. Bear in mind that this gold

does not come out of another American bank in payment of a check drawn by the depositor,

but is new money imported from Europe. The bank then shows as an asset the 480,000 of

gold, and as a liability the $80,000 awing to its depositor. As it is only required to

keep, say 25 % cash in its vault as a reserve against its deposit liability, (as until

recently was the case with national banks in the cities of New York, Chicago and St.

Louis), it loAns $60,000 to a borrower, for which it issues a check. The borrower de-

posits the check in the Second National Bank, which collects the proceeds from the First

National Bank. This leaves the First National Bank with cash, ,..20,000 (being 25 % of

the deposit) and 460,000 of loans. The Second National Bank repeats the operation,

lending 75 % of its cash, or $45,000, the check for which is doposited in the Third

Cash Loans Deposits Cash Loans Deposits

1st Natl. Cash 80,000 -60,000 20,000
Loans -k-60,000 60,000
Deposits 80,000 80,000

2nd Natl, Cash 60,000 -45,000 15,000
Loans 4-45,000 45,000
Deposits 60,000 60,000

3rd Natl. Cash 45,000 -33,750 11,250
Loans +33,750 33,750
Deposits 45,000 46,000

4th Natl. Cash 33,750 -25,312.50 8,437.50
Loans -.... *25,312.50 25,312.50
Deposits 33,750 ---- 33,750

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.
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rational Bank. This operation is constantly being repeated, so that possibly

in a few days, a consolidated statement made by all the banks in the community

which participate in the rosulting transactions would show: Cash, 480,000; Loans,

240,000; Deposits, .620,000. There has now been erected a pyramid of bank de-

posits resting upon the original 480,000 of gold, in the rate of 4 to 1. The ratio

is, in fact, nearer 8 to 1 in actual practice throughout the whole system of Ameri-

can Banks. Should the original depositor draw a check on the 00,000 deposit, it

All likely be deposited In another bank, and the same expansion will occur through

the use of the money by similar successive operations in various banks. The same

result arisee if the check is used to pay an existing loan, the bank which has the

loan paid off thereby converts the amount of its loan into gold, that is to say,

into reserve money, and may then make a new loan and start anew the same successive

operations. Our checking system has, of course, facilitated this expansion, and

the use of checks has become such a necessary convenience to the public that in

cities containing a number of banks, the bankers have formed associations for clear-

ing, (that is for collecting and paying), the checks they receive on deposit which

are drawn upon each other. E'Very morning they take all these checks to thL clear-

ing house, where each bank receives or pays in cash only the difference between

the amount of the checks it has received from its depositors for collection and the

amount of checks drawn on it which the other banks have received.

By this means, gross daily payments between the banks of New York City,

aggregating hundreds of millions, are settled by not payments of a few millions

only. The saving in time, clerk hire and risk to effect this clearance of checks

has been of vast benefit to the banks and to the public.

You will observe that while the collection and payment of the claims of

the banks due to and from each other by this moans necessitates only a minimum dis-

turbance or shifting of reserves within the limits of one community, it is In fact,

a community method by which the banks discharge their obligations to each other.

This will be referred to later.
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Returning to the original depositor, what happens if he draws a check

for 440,000 on his 480,000 deposit and sends it to some other part of the country?

If he romite the check to the South to pay for cotton purchased, the

check will be deposited in a Southern bank end by that bank will be remitted to

New York for collection. The Southern bank, possibly requiring cash to enable

the manufacturers and farmers in its community to pay laborers and farm hands will

instruct its New York correspondent to ship the gold South. The second chart will

illustrate what results:-

C ONTRACTING

REDUCTIONS BALaCES

Cash Loans Deeosits Cash Loans Deposits

1st Natl.Cash 20,000 10,000 10,000
Loans 60,000 30,000 30,000
Deposits 80,000 40,000 40,000

2nd Natl.Cash 15,000 7,500 7,500
Loans 45,000 22,500 22,500
Deposits 60,000 30,000 30,000

3rd Katl.Gash 11,250 5,625 5,625
Loans 33,750 16,875 16,875
Deposits 45,000 22,500 22,500

4th Natl.Cash 8,437.50 4,21845 4,21825
Loans 25,312.50 12,656.25 12,656.25
Deposits 33,750 16,875 16,875

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

/0
3 b 40,000 120,000 150,000

00

The withdrawal of the 440,000 of gold from the First National Bank then

necessitates its calling for payment of a loan of 430,000, the proceeds of which,

together with 410,000 of its reserves are shipped to the Southern bank. The borrow-

er draws a check for 430,000 on the Second National to pay the loan, which has been

called, thus causing that bank to require payment of $22,500 of its loans, the pro-

ceeds of which, with 47,500 of its reserves, effects the payment to the First NationalDigitized for FRASER 
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Bank, and so, again, by successive operations, the pyramid of bank deposits and

loans, erected as the result of the original deposit of $80,000 has been reduced

ono-half by the withdrawal of 00,000, leaving, in fact, the consolidated state-

ment of the various banks participating in these transactions: Gold, e:40,000;

Loans, 0.20,000 and Leposits, 0.60,000.

Our National and State banks cannot extend their businessby a system

of branches, throughout every section of the nation, as is done in other countries.

So the check sent to the South must be collected, and distance prevents offsetting

In the manner possible through a city Clearing /louse, Merchants in the North sell

their goods in the South, farmers, in the South, sell their produce in the North.

The buyers and sellers send checks back and forth in payment, ana settlement of

the balances resulting from the ebb and flow of domestic commerce requires the

shipment of vest suns of money from one part of the country to another, at great

cost and some risk, aro gives rise to sectional contraction and expansion as de-

scribed in the case of the individual bank. Furthermore, ar unusual volume of

purchases by one section from another section may result in positive shortage of

credit in the buying district which may necessitate the banks of that district

borrowing from the banks of other sections. in a country where so large an area

is devoted to agriculture, the requirements of the farmer cause, a rogniar seasonal

demand for currency and credit between the sections. It may be illustrated by a

simple example. The farmer of the South herins in the spring to prepare hie land

for a crop of cotton. Ee buys fertilizers and seed, food for his family, laborers

and stock, farm implements and other supplies. As his purchases and his payments

to his laborers increase, he becomes indebted to a local merchant, frequently giv-

i.g the merchant a mortgage on his cotton crop before it is picked or even grown.

The merchant is likewise buying these supplies from implement and dry goods houses,

meat packers and other merchants in the North. He finances his requirements by

borrowing from tho local bank, which may have so many such borrowing clients, as to
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exhaust its own lending facilities, whereupon it borrows from a larger bank in a

section where credit is available, say in New York.

For the production of the cotton crop, the farner has borrowed from the

Southern merchant, the merchant from the Southern bank, the Southern tank from

the Northern bank, and the Northern bank has shipped the borrowed gold or currency

to the South. The chain of credit has grown with the rowing crop, hae extended

to the Northern reserve reservoir and moved some part of the reserves into the

section where the demand has arisen. Finally, in the fall and winter, the crop

is harvested and partly sold to Northern spinners. In payment, the spinners remit

to the South checks drawn on New York banks, which the banks of the South, receiv-

ing on deposit from the sellers of cotton, send to their Northern bank correspond-

ents for collection and receive credit for the proceeds.

Out of the proceeds of the cotton sales, the farmer pays his indebted-

eoss to the merchant, the merchant pays his indebtedness to the Southern bank and

the Southern bank pays its loan to the Northern bank; the last of these payments

being effected by checks draun by the Southern bank on its credit with its New

York correspondent. At the same time, farmers and laborers have paid their store

bills using the merchant with the currency or gold which had been shipped South

earlier in the year and the merchants have deposited the currency in the bank or

used it to pay bank loans. The entire chain of loans and credits has been paid

off. The cash reserves of the Southern bank may then become excessive, nnd in

order to employ its funds profitably, it ships its surplus reserve,(that is, gold

or currency.) back to the North, where it is loaned possibly to the cotton spinner

to enable him to manufacture the ver7 cotton for the production of which the gold

or currency was originally shipped to the South in the fall.

Now take a case in which the cotton is sold to an English spinner. The

Southern seller of the cotton draws a draft or bill of exchange on the Palglish

buyer, say in London, payable at 60 or 90 days sight. The draft on London is
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sold to a New York bank, thus producing the same New York credit and resulting

in the same liquidation of the chain of indebtedness created for the purpose of

producing cotton. The New York bank, however, soils this draft in London. The

proceeds are placed to the credit of the New York bank by its London correspondent,

and from this transaction an international credit is created in favor of this country.

Anorican importers of merchandise from England. purchase drafte drawn on the London

bamk by the New York bank, in order to eay for goods purchased, so that, in this

instance, the shipment and sale of the cotton to England, by means of these checks

and drafts, has also effected payment for goods which our merchants have Purchased

from that country. But, should the value of cur export s of cotton and other care

modities far exceed the value of what we have purchased from England, the New York

bank may be u able to sell cheeks on London at satisfactory rates of exchange and

in sufficient quantity to ekhaaet its balance there. It may be more profitable to

loan these funds at home, whereupon it instructs its London bank correspondent to

ship gold to this country. If we consider that the shipment of gold thus arranged

is the identical gold first referred to as deposited with the First National Bank,

it will be seen that the same gold starting from London, has paid London's debt to

New York for cotton, has than been loaned to the South4 or has paid New York's debt

to the South for cotton ourchased, and in the South it has served as a reserve for

loans created to produce cotton, or furnished currency for labor. Later in the

season, when the cotton is sold, the Southern banks, as described, may loan their

surplus funds in the north and the gold will move back again to New York. Possibly,

the trade balance by that time, rill have turned in favor of England, when the gold

might again travel across the ocean. The gold has moved between the same points as

has the merchendiee, but in the opposite direction.

Two other banking operations should be briefly referred to. Our Govern-

ment receives and pays out every year hundreds of millions of money to conduct the

Government's business. Payments to the Government, of duties, taxes and other rev-

enues, are made in the same kind. of =my that serve as the cash reserves of banks.
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At times, the revenues of the Government have run far ahead of its expenditures, and

at other times, nnfortunately, the Government's ravenues are not sufficient to

meet its exponditurl:s. Our Government is distinguished from the governments of other

nations in that it has an independent treasury system; that is to say, It revenues

are paid directly in cash to covets:me:3x agents wad sub-trensurles, rad it has large-

ly paid Its bills by warrant or check payable at the sub-treasuries. In recent

years, this system has been shown to involve decided fissnsser to our ban-king system,

in that it sometimes forces withdrawals of large snms of cash from the reserves of

the banks which are locked up in the Treasury causing contraction of credit, as be-

fore illustrated. And when the Cevcrument's revenues are insufficient and its

working balance as a result is paid out, larce syno are forced on the sariret, that

is, are transferred from Sub-Treasury to Bank. aeserves, causing possibly an un-

healthy expansion. The Government has become II-semly alive to the fact that, in

handling its rovenuss and disbursements, it is sithor nnder the nscessity of al-

ternately withdrawing and returning huge rams of resorva money from and to the

basika, and possibly at moat inconvenient and dangerous tines, or it rust conduct

its money transactions in greater volume thressh bariss. The Government has, there-

fore, adopted the policy of depositing its funds in national banks throughnnt the

country, in increasing voinme althongh by a cumbersome method. In this, as in
other respects, experience shows the imperstive necessity for a close worklne re-

lotionship between the Government and the banks, in the handling of the Govern-

ments finances.

The last banking transaction to be mentioned I must sketch only too

briefly.

The conduct of business requires the use of two great instruments of ex-

change. One is a deposit account or credit at a brolS: which may be used for pay-

ing debts, or for srsking purChases, by drawing checks upon the account, and which

account may be created by borrowinis from the bank. The other is currency with which

to pay mill hands and farm laborers, for retail cash transactions, pocket and till

money.
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It is not my purpose to discuss any of the many theories as to the best

form of this circulating medium. Let us assume, in this illustration, that it is

simply the note of the bank which is secured by some or all of its assets and the

prompt redemption of which is assured by an adequate reserve of gold and by the

pledge of loans due the bank, the payment of which will result in its accumulating

gold.

The WO of this currency will be illustrated if we assume that the

original depositor with the First National Bank is a large employer of labor and

that, once a week or once a month, he will withdraw a large payroll from the bank

in gold or currency. If he withdraws 440,000 of gold for that purpose, the con-

traction first described results. But if the bank has the means of converting its

deposit liability into a note liability, the customer's need is served equally

well by using the notes and the bank's gold is unaffected, provided, of course,

no greater ratio of reserves is required for notes than for deeosits. The notes,

however, once delivered to the depositor and paid to the mill hands, are used

by the mill bands in payment for their purchases and remain in circulation a con-

siderable period of time, whereas a check drawn on the account will be presented

for payrent the same day or shortly thereafter, and if paid in gold or reserve

money, will result in contraction as described. If, therefore, demands for curren-

cy with which to make hand to hand payments can be supplied freely by an issue

of the notes of the bank without materially disturbing its reserves, a useful pur-

pose will certainly be performed in that a circulating medium is provided which

may be issued as business demands its use and redeemed and cancelled when the amount

in circulation becomes redundant.

An analysis of the transactions described discloses the following:

First: The accumaletion of gold in the banks results in the creation of

an inverted pyramid of credit resting upon a comparatively narrow foundation of

gold:

Second: The payment and collection of checks in connection with the mak-
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ing of loans and the withdrawal of deposits growing out of the conduct of business

in a given conmmmity necessitates the constant shifting of gold reserves between

the banks of that community and results in expansion and contraction of loans

erd deposits by the individual banks.

Third: Commerce between the different sections of the country necessitates

the shifting of this gold reserve between the different sections of the country,

giving rise to expansion and contraction of credits in the different sections;

Fourth: A similar shifting of the reserves of gold between the different

nations is necessitated by the exchange of commerce between nations, also, giving

rise to expansion and contraction of credits in the countries affected:

Fifth: The Government becomes a factor in this process -Of expansion and

contraction when the collection of its revenues or payment of its expanses results

in deposits or withdrawals of gold, the same as in the case of an individual de-

posit, only on a nuah larger scale;

Sixth: The daily transactions performed by the use of cash or currency

between individuals for which checks cannot be employed may be donducted by the use

of notes of the bank which can be substituted as a liability in place of its liabil-

ity to its depositor, and thereby conserve the bank's gold reserve.

Few successful bankers will claim nowadays that their responsibility for

the conduct of the business of the bank is completely fulfilled by the observance

of the law and by running their business to the satisfaction of their stockholders

and depositors. They recognize their duty to do their share, in good and bad times,

to protect, not only their own, but their competitors' credit; for the conduct of

the business of the world depends upon the confidence felt by the public in the

ability of the barkers as a whole to maintain this structure of credit represented

by the deposit 23na note liabilities of banks at all times and under all conditions.

In the case of the local community, first mentioned, Where the barks are

associated in a Clearing House, their responsibility to one another is conmonly

recognized. In tines of difficulty, some of the banks in a community may be called
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on to meet needs of their depositors to withdraw deposits or for loans in excess

of their cash resources. in such cases, as in 1907, and again in August nr4

September of last year, the Clearing House banks of New York permitted those of

their members who needed to do so to settle the net balences of exchanges, net in

cash, but by borrowing from the other members. By the use of loan certificates they

were enabled to borrow from all the other Clearing House banks for a time instead

of immediately paying checks drawn upon them in cash. Surely, this is - recogni-

tion of the principle of mutual obligations: And in recent times the banks which

are associated in Clearing Houses, recognizing their obligations to each other,

have frequently Agreed among themselves upon a plan for examination by examiners

employed by the Clearing House Association for the purpose of further protecting

the community and one another.

In the ease of the different sections of the country, the plan recently

arranged for providing a large credit for loans to Southern borrowers on the secur-

ity of cotton affords a striking illustration. By reason of the war, the value

of cotton has been reduced this year to one-half of last year's value. Southern

farmers, merchants and bankers feared that it would be impossible to market a large

part of the crop, and to the extent that it was marketed, that it night not pro-

duce sufficient value to enable them to pay their debts. An appeal to the bankers

of the country resulted in the pledge of 0.00,000,000 by the banks of the North

and 4est to be loaned upon the security of cotton in order to relieve the Southern

lender of the necessity of forcing the sale of his collateral at a. sacrifice. The

obligations of bankers in one section to the bankers and business men of another

section could not be better illustrated.

The international brotherhood of mankind in matters of credit, forces its

recognition upon the banker as soon as his gold is required to meet a foreign debt.

BB becomes the medinm through whom the great international credit transactions

growing out of commoree Are adjusted, and upon him the country depends for the
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settlement of the balances in gold.

A situation arose, as a result of the war in respect of onr country's

indebtedness to Europe which brought home to the people of our country the extent

of its dependence upon the banks and their managers in these matters. The city of

New York had borrowed ;80,000,000 abroad. Merchants and bankers were also lame-

ly indebted to merchants and bankers of urope. The outbreak of the war neceeni-

tated an unoxesotedly prompt payment of a large of this debt. Neterly 1,500

banks of the United States entered into an agreement to furnish a total of

L80,000,000 of gold for shiemont to Europe, if required, in order that the city

of New York and other American debtors might promptly meet their engagements. The

possible drain upon the reserves of the banks as a result of this engagement and

of other demands growing out of the war justified the Secretary of the Treasury

in depositing large sums of gold held in the Treasury with various banks through-

out the country, and the gold resources of the government, as well as of the banks

were brought to the relief of a sitration which night have caused serious embar-

rassment to both the creditor and the debtor.

The shock of the war likewise caused sore panicky feeling throneheut the

country in the minds of the people who feared that they would not be able to get

money (that is to say, gold or currency} from the banks with which to conduct their

business. In 1907 similar feers became so exaggerated as to result in the hoard-

ing of large sums of money for which a premium of 3 or 4 /1' was oaid, ard a similar

occurrence last year, coming at a tine when our debts abroad had te be paid might

have resulted in such huge withdrawals of recerve cash from the banks as to armee

a most dangerous contraction. This denand was met, not by paying gold out of bank

reserves to those who demanded currency, but by the 1,3:11.10 of nearly /400,000,000

of bank notes which were secured br the pledge of a portion of the assees of the

banks.

Had the withdrawal been gold, the contraction of loans reeniting there-

from might have brought disaster to our country's business. le effect the banks
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substituted note liabilities for deposit liabilities and conserved their gold

reserves.

Dealings in credit as vast and complicated as are required for the con-

duct of industry and commerce result in a constant increase and decrease in the

deposit and loan accounts of the banks, and constant changes in the ratio of re-

serves to deposits and loans. But a safe ratio must always be maintained, and it

is well to consider what causes may put the reserves in jeopardy and the situation

beyond the bankers' control.

A general or widespread loss of gold by the banks is frequently caused

by increased activity in business Which, for its conduct, requires the use of an

increased supply of currency for pay-rolls and hand to hand payments, or by a de-

mand for credit from one section of the country upon another section, which may

draw reserves from one section to another; or by an adverse foreign trade balance

resulting in shipments of gold to foreign countries; or by high rates of interest

in foreign countries which induce leers to those countries, or by the locking up

of gold in the Treasury through accumulation of the Government revenues, or by

hoarding.

A sound banking system, coupled with a recognition by bankers of their

mutual dependence upon each other, generally provides the means of meeting with-

drawals of reserves arising from all of the causes mentioned, except from hoard-

ing. No danger causes the banker such a chill as that canoed by the stupid, un-

controllable effort of foolish people to withdraw gold from the bank in times of

distrust. Unfortunately, our banking system formerly contributed to the possibil-

ity of this denger arising. In such time, not only individuals, but the banks

themselves, accumulate and lock tp gold. Ihith over 25,000 banks in the country,

some of them will at tines insist upon building up their reserves beyond what is

regularly required. Individuals also put gold in safe denosit boxes and other

places of safety. No remedy for this ever-present danger is so effective as that

of meeting the demand. Fortunately, our new banking system has provided means for
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the issue, when such demand arises, of a note based upon the assets of the new

Federal reserve banks, which greatly minimizes the danger of this occurrence,

usually brought about by the actions of selfish, unthinking people.

It is not difficult to realize that the custody of the cold upon which

credit rests, held as it is in this country by these 25,000 banks, and supporting,

as it does, credits of nearly twenty thousand million dollars, places a responsi-

bility upon the banker, both to the Government and to the people, of wide signifi-

cance indeed ltcannot honestly be claimed that his responsibility is limited to

compliance with the law, earning dividends for stockholders and meeting the de-

mands of his depositors. His larger obligations must frequently be dischnrgee for

the benefit of or in co-operation with his own competitors. It extends throughout

the country as well as to the people of his own immediate community.

And now, within the past five months a groat military conflict has

started, one of the consequences of which is to impose upon our bankers increased

burdens and responsibilities of international importance. We must prepare ourselves,

by a better understanding of our duties and of how they should be performed to help

ameliorate the distress and hardship which is certain to result from the war and to

disturb the world of commerce and credit.

Already the effect of the war has been to direct comerce through new

channels, and, as banking credit is the hand-maiden of commerce, we must now prepare

to undertake those banking obligations which are imposed by the enlargement of our

commerce. We must not subject ourselves to the criticism which would justly arise

were we to seek to roan the profits without assuming our share of the responsibil-

ities growing out of our increased participation in the world's cornrorce. We can-

not be camp-followers profiting from the plunder of the battle field and capitaliz-

ing the misfortunes of our sister nations. If we are to enlarge our usefulness by

furnishing a larger supply of food and clothing to the rest of the world, we must

likewise enlarge our usefulness by enabling our banks and merchants to extend credit

facilities to our new customers.
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The occurrences of 1907 (a year of serious panic and distress) empha-

sized the urgent need for thmediate study and revision of our banking laws. Our

note issues w, re inelastic, and their volume had no relation to the demands of

the people for currency to effect hand to hand xchanges nor could they expand and

contract with fluctuating demands. No chock could he interposed to the exporta-

tion of gold resultinn from adverse trade balances or higher rates of interest in

foreign markets, and no machinery existed to enable the banks to readily convert

thnir resources no as to satisfy enlarged demands by their customers for both credit

and currency. or could the Government's revenues be deposited in banics with the

freedom required.

Congress has now created twelve institutions, (the Federal r-serve banks)

into which have been paid over $260,000,000 of the reserves of the national banks

and subsequent payments, by both the Government and the banks, it is hoped, will

increase this accumulation of gold ih the one common reservoir to more than

;:g1500,000,000. The reserve banks are authorized to perform five principal functions

that relate directly to the occurrences which 1 have described and for the control

of which this country has heretofore been inadequately equipped.

They furnien the means whereby the banks of the country may convert their

assets into credits, and thereby increase their credits to their curtomers, with-

out the use of emervency measures, such as the clearing house loan certificate

first mentioned.

They will in time furnish facilities for a more prompt and economical

settlement of domestic exchanges, and the balances resulting therofrom, without

the risk and expense of actual transfers of such large amennts of reserves, and

with a minimum sectional expansion and contraction.

They provide for the prompt issue of currency as businesF; demands its use,

and the liquid character of the assets of the banks, with their large gold reserves,

insure prompt redemption of this currency when its use is no longer required.

They will serve as the depositaries of the revenues of the Government,
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thereby avoiding the contraction and expansion caused by the independ-

ent operations of the Treasury.

01 even greater importance in such times as during the past fey

monthsethey may become the instruments,through a judicious influence

upon interest rates,and a wise use of credit, for exercising a certain

measure of control over the importation and exportation of gold.. By

that means they may protect our banking system as a whole against the

dangers of too violent expansion or contraction,too suddenly tmposed,

as a result of an uncontrolled international movement of gold reserves.

The conduct of business by competitive methods is an economic

contest no less than is the war now raging in Europe a military contest.

Credit (that is,the facilities of the banking system)has become the

most necessary instrument in the successful conduct of business.. In

a national sense,the machinery of credit, in order to be safely and suc-

cessfully employed in the interest of the country's industry and commerce,

must be mobilized under the leadership of a general staff and by a com-

prehensive plan upon much the same principles as those upon which an

army is mobilized.

We are now putting into practical operation a better conception

of the functions of banks based upon a recognition of the p-inciple

that a co -rdination of banking interests and a centralized control

of banking reserves afford a greater protection to the banker and re-

sults in a better service to the public.
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You will recall the case of the man who stated in his

will, that he had led a very unhappy. life, worrying about things,

90 % of which, however, never happened. This statement, un-

fortunately, would equally apply to the attitude of many bankers

toward the Federal Reserve System. It is, also, true that these

same bankers have in the past had many unhappy moments worrying

about things which frequently did happen, but which are not now

likely to happen again. Frank discussion of these matters with

the member bankers should dispel some of the misconceptions of the

effect of this legislation and make clearer some of the advanta-

ges which.may not yet have become distinctly apparent.

It has frequently been stated to me that the Federal

Reserve banks will not earn their expenses, much less their div-

idends, and that the member banks, either directly or indirectly,

must stand some loss. This surmise is unfounded. The Federal

Reserve Bank of New York in the past six months, has earned all

of its current expenses and a considerable sum to be applied to-

wards liquidating the expenses of tile organization, and while it

may take some months to extinguish the latter item, it would, if

that were necessary, be quite proper to apportion it over a period
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of years, as the greater part of the organization expense con-

sisted of the cost of preparing an initial supply, and a very

large one, of Federal Reserve notes. The Federal Reserve Bank

of New York has total resources of $140,000,000. ,ith but 10%

of these resources invested and loaned at the present very low

rat of interest, the bank is to-day making earnings at the rate

of about ;'. 200,000 a year, after paying its running expenses. If

from 20% to 25% of its resources were invested at present rates,

it would earn its expenses and dividends and have something in

excess to add to surplus, and its reserves would still exceed 75%

of its liabilities.

It has not, however, been the policy of the bank to

force its funds into use at a time when huge excess reserves are

held by the banks throughout the country. Had the Reserve banks

been in operation a few years, and accumulated a considerable

loan and investment account, their policy under present conditions

should be to withdraw funds from the money market for the purpose

-fr941-69111of correcting undue ease of money rates, which is only too-1121,1e

-t.e.-4eracconvanied by unsound expansion and speculation. In fact,

the policy of the reserve banks in using their funds, should be

qt
influenced by,edesire to stabilize rates, rather than to employ

their funds at any rate obtainable, for the sole purpose of earn-

ing dividends, without regard to the effect of such a policy.
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The statement has also been made by some bankers of our

district that very little, if any, of the paper held by their banhs

is eligible for rediscount with the Federal Reserve Bank. Those

bankers who make this statement are liable to create the impres-

sion that this opinion is held generally by member banks; but an

examination of statements filed with us disclosed that only about

80 banks, out of our 480 members, reported that they had very lit-

tle, if any, paper eligible for rediscount. With these, we have

communicated, in order to ascertain upon what theory their reports

were based. By correspondence and personal interview with many

of them, we have satisfied them, as well as ourselves, that one-

half or more of the paper they hold is eligible for rediscount.

The reports, also, disclosed that the banks outside

of the City of New York, which carry about ',40,000,000 of reserve

deposits in our bank, claim to hold no less than $79,000,000 of

eligible paper, and the banks of New York City which have on de-

posit with us $120,000,000, report c248,000,000 of eligible paper.

Up to the present tine, and until July 15th, consider-

able latitude has been allowed as to the method by which the eli-

gibility of notes offered for rediscount, shall be determined. The

judgement of the officers of the member banks and of the Reserve

bank has been exercised broadly, and I may say, without undue
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r/ct to technicalities, few notes have been rejected on ac-

,

//,,,II(//'
count of failure of eligibility; some having been returned ow-

ing to carelessness in drawing or endorsing; and it has been

our practice - which we shall continue - to act upon the appli-

cation on the day of receipt, and advise credit if so requested

by telegraph. There is, in fact, no red tape to be untied,

nor is there any disposition to use it. On July 15th next, how-

ever, Regulation B becomes effective, and to the terms of that

regulation your attention should be particularly directed. Af-

ter July 15th, member banks will be expected to furnish more

specific evidence of eligibility of notes when applying for re-

discounts. As to smaller borrowers whose notes are offered

for rediscount, considerable latitude will Still be permitted

in determining the question of eligibility; as to larger bor-

rowers, the member banks are asked to adopt standards of credit

information which will enable them to promptly determine for

themselves the eligibilit) of the paper whidh they desire to

rediscount. The regulation is based upon three important gen-

eral rules:

First. That the member bank should have in its

files an original or certified copy of a signed statement dis-

closing the financial condition of the borrower in the case of

all commercial paper purchased from brokers or through Tame
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ondents.

Second: That it should have similar statements

on file as to the financial condition of customers whose notes

are offered for rediscount for a total amount of $5,000 or over,

or for an amount exceeding 10% of the capital stock of the mem-

ber bank making the application; that is to say, financial state-

ments must be held as to all purchased paper, and as to paper

made by the bank's customers where the amount of the customer's

obligation rediscounted exceeds $5,000 or 10 % of the bank's

capital. On the other hand, no such statement is required by

this regulation as to customers whose paper is offered for re-

discount in smaller amounts than those named, in order that they

should be eligible.

Third: That the proceeds of the loan must have been

used or be intended for use in some industrial, commercial or

agricultural transaction, but not for the purchase of land, build-

ings or machinery, or other fixed or permanent assets or invest-

ments, or for the purchase of goods carried for speculative pur-

poses. Most bank officers are sufficiently well-acquainted with

those who borrow small amounts, to readily ascertain the purpose

for which the loan was made. In the case of larger borrowers,

this can be best determined by an examination of a statement of

the borrower' d financial condition. His statement should beDigitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
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e

such form as to disclose whether the amount of his cur-

nt assets, that is to say, cash, bills and accounts receivable,

stock of goods, or raw and partly manufactured material s

reasonably in excess of his current debts. Should the borrow-

er's statement disclose that his short loans and bills and ac-

counts payable, in other words, his current liabilities, are

greater in amount than his quickly convertible assets, it would

necessarily indicate that some portion of the proceeds of his

short loans has been invested in more permanent form in his bus-

iness. Such a condition would, in most cases, render the credit

doubtful unless strengthened by an endorsement. Notes made by

borrowers of that character are therefore, not eligible for re-1.4
401-41k 4iaati) Armlet 4- oau) 44) aErforelovt.

discount kim-ieee-biTe-eigimiret4i-esi-ee a good endorser conforms to
A A

test of eligibility that is uireqred of a
. .

maker 4-7-h-Tw/-af,/
al-540-ta (ordteefal, etke01,fd .1*

Firms and corporations engaged in mercantile or I nail...

ufacturing business as a rule can make statements which can be

readily analyzed to determine this question of eligibility. With

an individual, and particularly the agricultural borrower, this

seems more difficult. If the loan is made for a commercial

purpose, or its proceeds are used in agriculture, its eligibil-

ity can usually be ascertained by inquiry of the borrower at the

time the loan is made. Encouragement of the practice of requir-

ing financial statements will in itself tend to establish higherDigitized for FRASER 
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banking. Eligibility and goodness, however, should

e confused. It is assumed that every loan made by a member

bank is good, but only those made for commercial purposes and

having the self-liquidating characteristics referred to, are eli-

gible. There will now be incentive for bank officers to use

greater energy in obtaining definite knowledge of the financial

condition of their customers in order that their banks may have a

considerable percentage of paper eligible for rediscount. Gus-

tomers of a member bank will likewise be benefitted by the addi-

tional assurance afforded to the bank that at times of seasonal

demand and in time of crisis., their bank has an assured means of

converting a large percentage of its paper into credits for the

benefit of its awn customers. Officers of member banks have

frequently stated that they felt obliged to keep a portion of

their resources invested in bonds in order that they might have

collateral readily available at any time for borrowing purposes.

With standards of commercial borrowings so established that a

larget.portion of the paper held by the banks is readily con-

vertible at the Federal Reserve Banks:, the necessity for carry-

ing a bond account, simply for borrowing purposes, should no

longer exist.

It must not be assumed that these changes can be

brought about at once, nor would the development of the system
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be promoted by attempting to force new methods upon member banks,

Without allowing ample time for study and preparation. But the

mere establishment of a standard for commercial paper which may

be rediscounted, will gradually exert an influence towards the

creation of that class of pamer, that will be more effective in

bringing about the desired result than will the establishment of
X-02.4t'

rules. Such paper will in time command better rates.

The influence of discrimination will ultimately be irresistible.

The experience of the past six months has given much evidence of

the desire of member banks to gain a better understanding of what

is required in order to make as large an amount of their assets

as possible available for rediscount with the Federal Reserve

Banks.

The Reserve banks are at present engaged in the es-

tahlishnent of a system for collecting checks, the details of

which plan are so well known as to require no particular comment.

Discussion of the plan, however, discloses two strong objections

in the minds of the officers of member banks, - one being the pos-

sible loss of revenue from exchange Charges now made by the coun-

try banks, and the other the possible loss of interest on balances

at present carried with time-Reserve Agents, through whom collec-

tions are made, and which now count as reserves.

As to the first objection: Experience must demonstrate
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whether economies resulting from a more prompt and scientific

system for collecting country checks, together with earnings

growing out of the enjoyment of other advantages afforded by

the Federal Reserve system, may not entirely make up the loss

of exchange charges to the extent that such charges are reason-

able and legitimate.

As to the second objection: Some of us feel that

in many cases, the present system of check collection necessi-

tates carrying larger compensating balances than should be re-

quired or will be necessary when the Federal Reserve collection

system is in full operation. To the extent that balances main-

tained solely for collection purposes can be withdrawn and used

locally,, additional revenues will accrue to the member banks.

'The statement is, also, frequently made that the

member banks that join the system, are liable to suffer unex-

pected depletion of their reserve balances, and on that account,

they will find it necessary to carry unaccustomed excess balances

in order to anticipate such depletion. This, we hope, will not

be the case. As stated in our circular to member banks and

as indicated in a more recent circular letter, it is our intention

to co-operate in every way possible with the banks for whom we

are collecting checks, so as to enable them to maintain the re-

serve required by law without unnecessary depletion or unnecessaryDigitized for FRASER 
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ess If a member bank finds, after experience, that the

charges against its account exceed the amount of the offset

which they are able to remit, it should be possible by arrange-

ment with its Reserve Agent to make regular transfers for its

credit by a simple transfer entry on the books of the reserve

bank. On the other hand, the Federal Reserve Bank will enter

into such arrangement as may be desired to make regular trans-

3rs from the accounts of member banks: to the credit of the

member banks, Reserve Agent, so that excess balances should not

unduly accumulate. This plan should prevent unexpected impair-

ment of reserves, as well as unnecessary loss of interest on

balances.

It is also urged that, as a considerable percentage

of the Checks handled by country banks are drawn on state in-

stitutions, and cannot be collected through the Reserve bank,

country banks must continue existing collection arrangements,

carrying collection accounts with their correspondents, and

that after two years such balances will not count as reserve.

On this account, the claim is made that reserve requirements are,

in fact, increased by reason of the Act, rather than decreased

and that further losses of interest will result from this cause.

This conclusion anticipates a possible loss to arise a year or

two hence. Such balances will count as reserve wholly or in
Digitized for FRASER 
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for the next two years. It also assumes that no progress

will be made in the next two years in finding a satisfactory

method of dealing with the situation. It also assumes that

state banks will not take membership in the Federal Reserve

System, and such assumption is far from being justified. To

the extent that the member banks employ the facilities of the

reserve bank for collecting checks on member banks the neces-

sity for carrying outside balances will be reduced, and to the

extent that state banks take membership, the necessity for car-

rying outside balances will be further reduced. In order to

minimize the necessity for carrying additional balances that

two years hence will not count as reserve, member banks should

employ the Reserve Bank collection facilities to the fullest ex-

tent possible, rather than reduce the effectiveness of this col-

lection facility by withholding their consent to the plan.

We also frequently hear the claim made by the country

banker that he will be unable to conduct his business and make

his collections economically on the 12 % reserve now permitted

by the law, and that he is therefore unable to take advantage

of the reduced reserve requirements. This claim is based upon

a lack of appreciation of the present flexibility of his position.

If 50 % or more of the commercial paper in the port-

folios of the member banks may be promptly converted into reserve
Digitized for FRASER 
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ances by rediscounts with reserve banks, the country banker,

should certainly be able to take advantage of the reduced re-

serve requirements
without undue

apprehension as to his ability

to meet unexpected
demands by his customers.

se appreciate

very thoroughly
that he is obliged to make every available dol-

lar earn sosething. Appreciating,
also, the fears that have

been expressed
as to the possible

effect of the new system of

check collection upon the earnings of member banks, we have ar-

ranged with competent experts to make careful
examinations of

typical banks. in this district in order to ascertain in what re-

spect economies may be effected and earnings
augmented as a

result of the Changes to be undertaken, and its results will be

made known to the member banks.

The experience
of the St. Louis district

throws some

light on this matter.
The Federal

Reserve Bank of that district

undertook to clear checks for its 459 members some months ago.

No assent was asked or obtained.
The adoption of the general

collection plan has recently
afforded all the member banks of that

district
opportunity to

withdraw if they so desired. I am advis-

ed that only 99 out of the 459 have withdrawn. Presumably, the

other 360 are satisfied to
continue the service. It will be a
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to the officers of the bank, if the member banks will

e patient consideration to the work now being done and give

the new collection system a fair trial.

One other unfortunate aspect of the attitude of mem-

0111;7banks toward the system should be referred to, They have not

yet developed a proper sense of proprietorship and responsibility

as to the reserve bank itself. They are too much disposed to re-

gard it as a government office or department and overlook the fact

that the bank was created by law for the purpose of performing a

service to its stockholders and depositors and not to impose upon

them expense and hardship. This cannot be too strongly emphasized.

Ail the stock of the reserve barks is owned by member banks and all

the deposits are the property of the member banks; two-thirds of

the directors are elected by the member banks; the primary respon-

sibility for the management of the reserve banks rests upon the mem-

ber bankers themselves. It i s their duty and responsibility to

see that competent directors are elected and that efficient and re-

liable officers are appointed. They should regard their ownership

and interest as a privilege, and they should likewise feel free to

suggest and criticize - certainly, to a greater extent than they

would feel warranted in making suggestions and criticisms to their

IgeserveilVentAWA.
'2+

oe The matters I have so far referred to are rather those
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ave been a cause of anxiety or criticism in the minds of

bankers as to the future. Your attention should be directed to

one important thing which has been a cause of anxiety in the past

and which may now safely -be forgotten. At no time since our

Civil 1:.ar and he financial disturbances which followed it, ha4;

IN so many uncertainties -egris-tmei regarding future financial develop-

meats as at the present time. Uncertainty, doubt, timidity, un-
given

der old American banking methods have frequently rise to occurren-

ces which have been a menace to our whole credit system and even

to the solvency of some of our banks. The underlying cause has

been doubt in the minds of the banker as to his ability on short

notice to convert his assets, even the most available, into a

circulating medium of undoubtednoaa. goodness and acceptability

to the people.

The occurrences of last Fall, when the fear of what

might happen, gave rise to instant demand for currency, demon-

strated that the ability to promptly satisfy that demand would

promptly and effectively allay apprehension. The issue of

,388,000,000 of Aldrich-Vreeland currency served on the one

hand to protect bank reserves, and on the other hand to meet

the demands of depositors. The machinery then in existence

for the issue of this currency was necessarily slow in starting

motion and not completely effective until after the lapse of
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We have now in existence most complete machinery

,-*ith which to meet any normal or exceptional demand for curren-

cy, and it can be put in motion without previous notice or prep-

oration. The currency to be issued, that is, the Federal re-

4104
serve notes, while at presentAsecured by the deposit of gold,

may be issued, if required, against deposit of commercial paper

eligible for rediscount and endorsed by member banks, it will be

additionally protected by large gold reserves and it is the di-

rect obligation of the United States government. The Federal

Reserve banks to-day hold over 250,000,000 of cash resources,

principally gold, and there is no longer need for anxiety by the

member bankers as to their ability to meet the requirements of

their customers and depositors.

The last six months have been ocnupied by the mem-

bers of the Federal Reserve Board and by the directors and of-

ficers of the reserve banks in painstaking efforts to gradually

develop this great organization, so that it may demonstrate in

actual operation what it was designed to accomplish.

The reserve system was created to perform a service

and provide protection directly to the banks of this country

and indirectly to the customers of the banks. However much was

accomplished by the passage of the Act, it cannot servo its true

purpose except by efficient administration; such an adminis-

-15-
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ration depends for its success upon the co-operation and loyal-
ty of the banks on the one hand and

intelligent work by the man-
agers of the system on the other. Of one thing you may be as-
sured: this statute is on the books to stay, in fact, the

bankers of the country would not themselves permit its repeal.
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ou will rotten the cams of the man who stated in his

will, that he had led a very unhappy life, worrying about things,

904 of which, however, never happened. This statement, un-

fortunately, would equally apply to the attitude of many bankers

toward the Pederal Reserve System, It is, also, true that these

same bankers have in the past had mow unhappy moments worrying

about things which frequently did happen, but which are not now

likely to happen again. Prank diecussion of these matters with

the oamber bankers would dispel some of the miscoheeptione of the

effeet of this legislation and sake Wearer aome of the advanta-

ges which may not yet have become distinctly apparent,

It has frequently been stated to me that the Vederal

eserve banks will not earn their expenses, mean loss their divi-

dends, and that the member banks, either directly or indireotly

mast stsnd some loss, This surmise is unfounded The -;tederal

Reserve MIA of 'dew York in the past six months, has earned all

of its current expanses and a considerable aum to be applied to-

wards liquidating the expenses of organisation, and while it may

take some menthe to extingniah the latter item, it would, if that

were evoseleary, be quite proper to appertiun it over a period of
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years, as the greeter pert of the areentsatien expeuse consisted

of the oast of ersparine an thIUOI spay, and a very large one,

of Federal eeserve notes. The eederal esserve eank of eew York

I as total remeeroes of 440,000,0004 With but 14 of these

ressuroos invested and leaned at the preemie* 11e7 low rates of

interest, the bank is to-fley melee ear-eines at the rate of about

400,040- a 'ear, after paying its /feminine expenses. If free
au% to 25% of its reseercee eere invested at preseet rates, It

would earn Its expon800 and dividends and have oametbing in ese

omit to add to serplas, end its reeervos woeld still exceed 7eA

of Its liabilities.

it he not, however, been the pone, of We bank to

force its ferule into use at A tine when huge OX4095 isserwoo are

held by the banks throeehoet the 0011Utry. ead the Reserve banks

bean In operation a few yews, and seeeMelated a considerable

loan and investment aecounte their poliey ender preeMat conditions

should be to withdraw fends from the money market for the per-pose

of eorreetiag amass ease ef money rates, ehieh is only too fro.

quantly accompanied by ensoend expansion and seeeelatleee In

fact, the policy of the reserve banes In using their fends, Mould

be Influenced by the desire. to stebilise rates, rather n than to sue
ploy their fends at any rate obtainable, for the sole rpose ofearn.
Ing dividends, without regmril to the effect of such a policy.
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The statement has also been made by some bankers of our

district that very little, if any, of the paper held by their banks

is eligible for rediscount with the Federal Reserve Bank, Those

bankers who make this statement are liable to create the impres-

sion that this opinion is held generally by member banks; but an

examination of statements filed with 10 disclosed that only about

80 banks, out of 480 members, reported that they had very little,

if any, paper eligible for rediscount, With these, we have com-

municated, in order to ascertain upon what theory their reports

were based. By correspondence and personal interview with many

of them, we have satisfied them, as well as ourselves, that one-

half or more of the paper they hold is eligible for rediscount,

The reports, also, disclosed that the banks outside

of the City of New York, which carry about 40,000000, of reserve

deposits in our barir, claim to hold no less than ;19,000000, of

eligible paper, and the banks of New York City which have on de-

posit with us 420,000,000, report $248,000,000, of eligible paper.

Up to the present time, -nd until July 15th, consider-

able latitude has been allowed as to the method by which the eli-

gibility of notes offered for rediscount, shall be determined. The

judgment of the officers of the member banks and of the Reserve

bnnk has been exercised broadly, and I may say, without undue
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regard to technicalities, few notes have been rejected on ac.-

count of failure of eligibility; ease having been returned ow-

ing to carelessness in drawing or indorsing; and it has been

our practice - which we shall continue - to act upon the appli-

cation on the day of reeeint, and advise credit if so requosted

by telegraph, There is, in fact, no red tape to be untied, nor

is there any disposition to use it, On J44 15th next, however,

Aegulation 2. becomes effective, and to the terms of that regula-

tion your attention should be particularly directed, After J4ly

15th, member banks will be expected to furnish more specific

evidence of eligibility of notes when applying for rediscounts,

As to smaller borrowers whose notes are offered for rediscount, con-

siderable latitude will still be permitted in determining the question

of eligibility; as to larger borrowers, the member baners are asked

to adopt standards of credit information whieh will enable them to

promptly determine for themselves the eligibility of the paper which

they desire to rediscount. The regulation is based upon three

important general rules:

First: That the member bank should have in its

flies an original ana or certified copy of a signed statement dis-

closing the financial condition of the borrower in the ease of

all commercial paper purchased from brokers or through
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correspondents.

Seoondi That it Should have similar statements

on file as to the financial condition of customers whose notes

are offered for rediscount for a total amount of *5,000 or over,

or for an amount exceeding 10% of the capital stock of the mem-

ber bi,,nk making the application; that is to say, financial state-

Mints must be held as to all purchased paper, and as to paper

node by the bank's customers where the amount of the customer's

Obligation rediscounted exceeds *5,000 or /0% of the bank's

capital. On the other hand, no such statement is required by

this regulation as to customers whose paper is offered for re-

discount in smaller amounts than those named, in order that they

should be eligible.

Third; That the proceeds of the loan mast have been

used or be intended for use in some industrial, eaullercial or

aaricaltural transaction, but not for the purchase of land, build-

ings or machinery, or other fixed or permanent assets or invest-

ments, or for the pure-hese of goods carried, for speculative pur-

poses. Most bank officers are sufficiently well-acquainted with

those who borrow small amounts, to readily ascertain the purpose

for which the loan was made. In the ease of larger borrowers,

this can be best determined by an examination of a statement of

the borrower's financial condition. His statement should be
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made in saoh form as to disclose whether the amount of his current

assets, that is to say, cash, bills and accounts rectivable, stock

of goods, or raw and partly manufactured material, is reasonably

in excess of his current debts, Should the borrower's statemeat

disclose that his short loans and bills and accounts payable, in

other words, his current liabilities, are greater in amount than

his quickly convertible assets, It would necessarily indicate that

some portion of the proceeds of his short loans has been invested

in more permanent form in his business, Such a condition would,

In most eases, render the credit doubtful unless strengthened by

an indorsement, otes made by borrowers of that character are

therefore, not eligible for rediscount but if the loan is made to

a good indorser and his statement conforms to the same test of

eligibility that is required of a maker of an unindorsed note, it

then becomes eligible for rediscount,

firms and corporations engaged in mercantile or man-

ufacturing business as a rule can make statements which can be

readily analysed to determine this question of eligibility, With

an individual, and particularly the agrigultural borrower, this

seems more difficult. If the loan is made for a commercial pur-

pose, et its proceeds are used in agriculture, its eligibility

con usually be aseertained by inquiry of the borrower at the

time the loan is made. Encouragement of the practice of requir-

ing financial statements will in itself tend to establish higher
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eemmierds o6101.me,E3.itb11ttiklA go noes, houovers should

mot be eonfused,. It is asenmed that Mery lima min by a melbas

bonk le good, bat only those mods for oommorcini purposes amd,

having the sol&liquidating oharorteriaties referred to, ere eli-

gible. Thare will nog be incentive for beak officers to ase

greater energy in Obtaining definite knowledge of the tinseelel

oonditim of their costumer* in order that their banks fAsy Save a

considerable rerooatage of parer eligible for rediseount. Oas-

tamers of a rleMber bank will likese be benefitted by the addi-

tional assurance afforded to ths bath that at times of seasonal

derma sad In tine of crisis, their bank hap an assurei. meaos of

converting a largo kareehtego of its pswer Into oredlte for the

boiefit of its own oustorears. wining of earner bank* have

frequently stated that they felt 4b1ie4 to keep a portion of

their reeources Inverted !stomas In order that they night have

colinterni readily Meilable at my ti no for borrowing purposes,

tith standards of commercial borrowings so estiblooned that a

Large porting Of the paper held by the banks is readily 00-

vortlb/olst the 7Weeel Rooftree Semeo, the anteoelty for oarrY-

lag a bond account, elegy for borrowing perverse, the011 NO

longer exist.

It mast not be awned that those Memos oaa be

brought about at 0A0, 11101' would tit development of the system
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be promoted by attemeting to force new eothods upon member banks,

withnat allowing ample time or study and preparation. But the

mere eetablishment or a standard for oommercial papur which may

ho redieoeunted, will gradually exert an influence towards the

creation of that oleos of lever, that will be more effective in

brincInc abort the desired result than will the estebliahment of

restriotisWrulee. Such paper will tr timo commend better rates.

The influence of discrienetion will ultieateXy be irreetsbible.

The experience of the rest six months has elven mach evidence of

the desire of member banks to gain a better understanding or what

Is required in oraer to maks as large an aunt of their mesoote

as possible avail:Oslo for rediscount with the Federal Ralerve

zirae.

The Ilererve banks are at present engaged in the es-

tablishment of a seetem for collecting cheeks, the details of

whioh plan ere so well on ns to require no particular comment.

Discussion of the plane however, disclose two stroi g. objections

In the minds of the officers of meMber banks, - one being the pos-

sible lose of revenue from exchange charges new made by the coun-

try banks, and the other the poesible lose of interest on balances

at present carried with Reserve egents, threegh whom collectionz

are ?lade, and which new count as reserves.

As to the first objeotions Emporieuce must demonstrate
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ether economies resulting from a more prompt and scientific

tee for collecting country checks, together with earnings

growing out of the enjoyment of other advantages afforded by

the Federal Reserve system, may not entirely make up the loss

of exchange charges to the extent that such eharges are reason.

able and legitimate,

As to the second objection: Some of us feel that

in meny cases, the present system of check collection neeessi-

tates carrying larger compensating balances than should be roe

quired or will be necessary when the Federal Reserve collection

system is in full operation. To the extent that balances main-

tained solely for collection purposes can be withdrawn and used

locally, additional revenues will accrue to tee member banks,

The statement is, also, frequently made that the

member banks that join the system, are liable to suffer unex-

pected depletion of their reserve balances, and on that account,

they will find it necessary to carry unaccustomed excess balances

in order to anticipate such depletion. This, we hope, will not

be the case, As stated in our circular to member banks and as

indicated in a more recent circular letter, it is our intention

to cooperate in every way possible with the banks for whom we are

collecting checks, so as to enable them to maintain the reserve

required by law without unnecessary depletion or unnecessary
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excess, If a member bank finds, after experience, that the

charges against its account exceed the ameunt of the offset

which they are able to remit, it should be possible by arranese-

resat with its i,eserve Agent to make regular transfers for its

credit by a simple transfer entry on the books of the weserve

bank, On the other hand, the Federal reserve bank will ester

into such arrangement as may be desired to make regular trans-

fers from the accounts of member banks to the credit of the

member banks' Reserve Agent, so that excess balances should not

unduly accumulete, Tie plan should prevent unemeected impair-

ment of reserves, as well as unnecessary loss of interest on

balances,

It is also urged that, as a considerable percentage

of the cheeks handled by country banks are drawn on state in..

stitutions, and cannot be collected. through the Reserve Bank,

country banks must continue existing eolleetion arrangemonts,

earrPeg collection accounts with their correspondents, and

that after two years such balances will not count as reserve,

On this account, the claim is made that reserve requirements

are, in fact, increased by reason of the Act, rather than de-

creased and that further losses of interest will result from

this cause. This conclusion anticipates a possible loss to

arise a year or two hence. The balances will count as reserve

wholly or in part for the next two sears. It also assumes
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that no progress will be made in the next two years in finding a

satisfactory method of dealing with the situation, it also as-

sumes that state banks will not take Lakabee ship in the Vederal

Reserve System, and such assumption is far from being justified.

To the extent that the member banks employ the facilities of the

reserve bank for collecting checks on meMber banks, the necess-

ity for carrying outside balances will be reduced, and to the

extent that state banks take meibership, the necessity for carry-

ing outside balances will be further reduced, le order to min,

imize the necessity for carrying additional balances that two years

hence will not count as reserve, member banks should employ the Ae-

serve Bank collection facilities to the fellest extent possible,

rather than to reduce the effectiveness of tale collection facility

by withholding their consent to the plan,

We also frequently hear the claim made by the country

banker that ho will be unable to conduct his business and make his

collections economically on the 12 reserve now permitted by the law,

and that he is, therefore, unable to take advantwe of the reduced re-

serve requirements. This claim is based upon a leek of appreciation

of the present flexibility of his position,

If so% or more of the commercial paper in the portfolios of

the member banks may be promptly converted into reserve balances by
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rediseounts with reserve banks, the country banker should certainly

be able to take advantage of the redacted reserve requirements with.

out endue apprehension as to his ability to meet aaexpected demands

by hi a customers. We appreciate very thoroughly that he is obliged

to make every available dollar earn aoaething, Atareciating, also,

the fears that have been expressed as to the possible effect .)f the

new syetem of cheek collection upon the aarnings of 4aMber banke, we

have arranged with comeetent experts to make careful examinations of

typical banks in this district in order to aecertain in what respeot

economies may be effected and earnings augmented as a result of the

changes to be undertaken, and its results will be ene kaown to the

member banks,

he experienoe of the ;-.A. Louie district throws SJMO light

on this matter, The Federal Reserve Bank Of that district nniertook

to clear checks for its 459 members ogee months age. No assent eas

asked or obtained, The adoption of the general collection plan has

recently afforded all the member banks of that district opportunity

to withdraw if they so desired, I am advised that only 99 out of the

469 have withdrawn, Presumably, the other 360 are satisfied to con.

tinue the service, It will be a great aid to the officers of the
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ben/4 if the maw banks will give patient oonsideration to the

work sea being dme end give the new collection system a fair

trial,
ens other unfortunate aspect of the attitude of melber

banks toward the system should be referred to. They nave not

yet developed a proper sense of proprietorship and responsibility

as to the reserve bank itself, They are too much disposed to

regard it as a government office or department and overlook the

fact that the bank was created by law for the purpose of perform-

lug a service to its stockholders and depoaitors and not to impose

upon tnem exoenee and nardship. This cannot be too strongly em-

phasized All the stock of the reserve banks is owned by member

banks and all tee depoeite are the property of the member banks;

two-thirds of the directors are elected by the member banks; the

primary responsibility for the management of the reserve banks rests

upon the moiler bankers themselves, it is their duty and responsi-

bility to eee that competent directors are elected and that efficient

and reliable officers are appointed. Tney should regard their owner-

ship and interest as a privilege, and they should likewise feel free

to suggest and criticise - certainly, to a greater extent than they

would feel warranted in making suggestions and criticisms to their

Reserve Agent.

The matters I have so far referred to are rather those
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*itch have been a cause of anxiety or criticism in the mdnds of

bankers as to the future. Your attention should. be directed to

one igportant thing which has been a ceuee of anxiety in the rant

and -which may now vafely be forgotten. At no Wee eine our

difil War and the financial disturbances which followed it, hen

the world fed so many uncertainties regarding fntore finaeciel

development as at the present time. Uncertainty, doubt, timidity,

under old American banking methods have frequently gien riae to

occurrences /hien have been a menace to our whole eredit tustee and

even to trio solvency of some of our benks. The underlying caume has

been doubt in the minds of the benker ee to his ability on short no-

tice to convert his assets, evaa the m-t %Tellable, into a circulat-

ing medium or undoebtedngeedness ftnd moceptehility to the people.

The ocenrreaces of last Pell, when the fear of what slight

happen, gavo rise to Iestset deeen for cerrency, demonstrated that

the ability to promptly satisfy that demand would promptly at3 effee-

tively allay apprehension, The Josue of 4388010,000. of Aldrtaii.

Vreeland eurrency served on the one hax4 to protect batt reserves.,

ma on the other hand to meet the de:muds of depositors. The

machinery then in existence for the lege° of thle e4rrency woo nec-

essarily slaw in starting motion and net empletely effective until

after the lapse of soma weeks. We have now in existence most

1
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complete machinery with which to meet any normal or exceptional

demend for currency, and it can be put in motion without previous

notice or preparation., The ourreecy to be issued, that is, the Fed-

eral reserve notes, while at ereseat largely seaaree by the Ceposit

of gold, ma y be issued, if required, Against deposit of commercial

per eligible for rediscount and Indorsed by member banks, it will

be additionally, protected by large gold reserves and it is the direct

obligation of the United Statea government, The Federal reserve

banks to-day hold over 4250,C00,000. of wish resources, principally

gold, and there Is no longer need for anxiety by the member bankers

as to their ability to wet the requirements of their customers end

depositors.

The last six months have been occupied by the members of

the Federal Reserve Board and by the directors and off bore of the

reserve banks in painstaking efforts to gradually develop this great

organization, so that it may demonstrate in actual oreretion whet it

was designed to accomplish,

The reserve system was created to perform a service nd

provide protection directly to the banks of this country And la-

directly to the customers of the banks, However much was accom-

plished by the passage of the Act, it cannot serve its true pur-

pose except by efficient administration; such an administration

depends for its success upon the cooperation and loyalty of the benign

on the one hand and intelligent work by the manager of the system es

other, Of one thing you may be assured: this statute is on
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the boolts to stay, in frgst, the bankers of the oolmtry would Aot

themselves permit its repeal,
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eDRESS AT YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION

GROUP VI, HOTEL M.ARTINIQUE, ND; YORK CITY,

DEC. 9, 1915.

Delivered by Mr. Benjamin Strong, Jr.

The Federal Reserve Banks have now been in operation about one year.

During that time, so much discussion has taken place and so much has been

written in regard to the important features of the Antr,and the operations of

the banks, that one runs the risk of tiresome reiteration in any further dis-

cussion of thatesubjects. Nor can very much be said in regard to the busi-

ness actually conducted by the banks in this period, for the volume has been

inconsiderable and its character of slight importance, compared to the volume

and character of the work of organization.

Few difficulties are presented in employing men and organizing the

machinery to enable one bank to conduct a large business. A .great many

difficulties were presented, however, in organizing twelve banks on very

short notice, and so developing their machinery that they will work in har-

mony and unison. I shall not attempt any detailed reveiew of the methods

that have been employed to bring about the results so far accomplished. The

policy of the system as a whole, has been very largely determined by the Fed-

eral neserve Board as expressed in the various regulations which it has is-

sued. The physical and mechenical organization of the banks and the plans

for their harmonious operation have been perfected through frequent meetings

of the governors of the banks, as well as of various members of their staffs,

such as the auditors, and in other cases, the transit managers and the assist-

ant cashiers.

It may be asked why so much time has been devoted to organization

in a bank such as ours, which has but 12,000,000 invested at interest, and

':?here the balance of its assets consist simply of ::200,000,000 in cash. In
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other words, why hasten organization any faster than the business develops?

I think a complete answer to this question can be made by c'lling your at-

tention to the responsibilities which will rest upon this country and upon

the Federal Reserve Banks as an imortant part of its banking machinery, in
re-

effecting necessary adjustments which ultimately must be made as a result

of the war.

It would be foolhardy to prophesy what this process of readjust-

ment will be, but some of the effects of the readlinstment I think can be

discerned at this time. People who have been accustomed to doing busi-

ness with banks, to a great extent measure the ability of the banks to

meet their liabilities by the amount of the bank's gold resources. The

degree of confidence felt in a bank by its customers, may also be felt in

a larger way by an entire nation as to its banking system, and this is par-

ticularly true in those countries whose banking systems are based upon a

centralized control of gold reserves which are held by central banks which

have the exclusive right of note issue. During this present period, we are

exporting vast quantities of goods to Europe and notwithstanding the huge

loans which we are extending to foreign nations and banking institutions

and notwithstanding our purchases of large amounts of American securities

formerly held abroad, our customers in foreign countries find it necessary

to ask their banks to ship us large amounts of these gold reserves in pay-

ment for their purchases.

Since the gold movement started in our favor, we have received

about 4O0,000,000 in this way. Much of this gold, if not all of it,

Immediately finds lodgement in the banks, and to some extent in Reserve

Banks. In other words, our ratio of reserves to bank liabilities is be-

come unduly large and the ratio abroad is being correspondingly reduced.

In order that these payments may be made, the belligerent nations have

even induced their citizens to give up their gold to the banks, thereby
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enabling the banks to enlarge their loans and note issues at the same time

that they are shipping gold to us. The result is plain enough to be seen:

Liabilities, both banking and national in belligerent countries, are out of

usual proportion to gold reserves; our gold reserves in a sense, are out of

usual proportion to bank liabilities.

also know that there is nothing quite so fluid or which readjusts

quite so promptly as credit. In normal times, when credit becomes extend-

ed and money rates are abnormally high in one part of the globe, money is

attracted to that point. Balances of trade, financial operations, the ex-

penditures of tourists and investment transactions generally about offset

each other, just as in the clearings at the Clearing House, debits offset

credits and but a very small balance is settled in gold.

Just now, however, in an international sense, the clearings are

out of balance. We are presenting more checks at the Clearing House than

are being presented against us, the balances are constantly in our favor

and gold moves in our direction in unprecedented volume. 77hat will be the

reaction from this development, and in what way will the Federal Reserve

Banks be involved in the operation? It seems to me that when the war is over,

or at any rate, whenever our export balance of trade disappears, readjustments

'.11 begin to take place. This will be the world's cheap money market. If

foreign nations and banking institutions emerge from the war with their credit

maintained, normal credit operations will be resumed. Borrowings in this

market or sales of goods in this market or the re-sale of securities to this

country, or other international transactions in such volume or sequence as

we cannot now forecagt will begin very promptly to cause the return of some

part of this gold to restore depleted bank reserves. To express it in the

simplest language, those nations and banking institutions which have imam un-

duly expanded their liabilities, will begin to build up a stronger founda-

tion of gold reserves, if they have credit, or the goods, or securities to

-3-
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sell which will enable them to acquire the gold. It will be the first

time in Our history, with the exception of the developments at the out-

break of the war when this country will be called upon to exhibit its

strength and resourcefulness in international finance. I feel very

certain that with the immense resources in gold now being accumulated

by the Federal Reserve Banks we will be able to bear our part in this

readjustment with credit to the country and to the system. Just how

the operation will occur cannot be prophesied. From the standpoint of

the member banks, it seems to me that we can feel great satisfaction and

assurance, as well as a security never before felt, in having the com-

mand of resources of institutions which can convert bank assets of a

liquid character, such as commercial parer, into credit or currency at

notice. It seems to me that we should then be able to demonstrate, as

I have no doubt we will, that prover banking machinery will enable us to

meet the demands upon our banking resources which may then be made with-

out the shock and confusion and without the humiliation which we suffered

In 1893 and 1907. While it would, as I have stated, be hazardous to at-

tempt to forecast the various steps dm order of events by which these ad-

justments will be required of us, we can, nevertheless, face with equanim-

ity, the necessity of a large loss of gold if we have gold on hand and in

our custody, and that, is where the Federal Reserve System will demonstrate

its value. No small part of thawork of the past year has been directed

toward providing both the machinery and the material means of protecting

the interests of member banks against these demands which will likely be

made upon them as a consequence of the war.

It may be that some of our members have allowed their attention

to be directed too intently upon other considerations than those which are

of national, as well as individual, importance. I am reminded of this

by a letter just received from a banker in this state who calls my atten-
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tion to the dissatisfaction of some of the member banks, arising from the pos-.

/I
sible loss of interest and possible loss of exchange profits, as a result of

the gradual transfer of reserves and the enlargement of the collection system.

I hope the member banks will not permit this consideration to influence them

too strongly in their attitude toward the system and I particularly hope that

they do not assume that the difficulties, and all of the difficulties which

they have been discussing among themselves are not quite as fully well-known

to the management of the Reserve Banks.

The work of the past year has developed a belief in the minds of

many of us that we have not yet established as close relations with the mem-

ber banks as are necessary to a complete mutual understanding, this being due

no doubt, to the engrossing character of the work of organization and the lack

of time for more frequent meetings than has heretofore been possible. Steps

have been taken, however, to overcome this difficulty. At the last meeting

of the American Bankers ,ssociation, a National Bank Section was organized and

an Executive Committee representative of the National bank members appointed.

This is an encouraging developtent. For the first time, the entire mambership

of the Federal Reserve System is organized and has appointed a representative

body with which we can deal. You will be interested to learn that the offi-

cers of our bank have already held one meeting with the members of the Execu-

tive Committee of the National Bank Section. e have further arranged for a

conference of the Governors of the Federal Reserve Banks with this Committee to

be held in Washington next week. At the conclusion of the meeting, a joint

conference will be held with members of the Federal Reserve Board. Thus, for

the first time, opportunity is presented for an organization representing all

the member banks to discuss all of those problems face to face, both atilicx

with the body that supervises the system in Washington and, with the officers

who are running the banks in the different sections of the country. I am

hopeful that these meetings will be productive of satisfactory results. 7e,
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furthermore, have under consideration, a plan by which the Federal Legisla-

tive Committee of the American Bankers Association may hold a similar con-

ference some time during the month of January. These meetings will be de-

voted to making earnest effort to reconcile conflicting views as to the

meaning of the statute and as to how it should be put into practical oper-

ation and careful consideration will be given by the officers of the reserve

banks to such recommendations as are submitted.

I trust the members in this district will accept my assurances,

which I earnestly make, that every effort will be given to make the opera-

tion of the banks in every way satisfactory to them and to their legitimate

interests so far as the law permits. You should not lose sight of the fact

that all of our stock is owned by the member banks, that all of our deposits

belong to them, -- the member banks elect two-thirds of the directors, by

whom the officers are selected and our direct responsibility is to our own

membership. 71e have no objects or interests to serve save theirs. I hope,

also that the various steps which we are taking to put the law into opera-

tion, as required by the terms of the statute, can be undertaken with the

cooperation of you who are our stockholders and that we can with your aid

develop relations of mutual confidence and cooperation.
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Since the establishment of the Colonies, the American

people have almost continuously paid dearly for experiments with

unsound currency. It seems as though the costly lessons of ex-

perience in other countries had been rejected by our government

and banks and that American ingenuity had been directed to devis-

ing new currency expedients equally expensive and disastrous.

Our trade with the Indians was first conducted by the use of beads

and wampum and the enumeration of what has since been employed as

"money" from that day to 'the present sounds almost grotesque. We

have used bales of pelts, hogsheads of tobacco, irredeemable Colo-

nial notes, (which were generally repudiated), irredeemable Conti-

nental currency, coins of foreign nations, wild cat bank notes,

shin plasters, postage stamp currency, greenbacks, Treasury notes

and occasionally clearing house notes, not to mention the present

bond-secured bank notes and long years of experiment with bimetal-

lic currency.

Throughout it considerable part of this period, the los-

ses sustained by the American people were enormous. Not only was

there the direct loss caused by the repudiation or depreciation of

notes issued by the Colonial and state governments and by the Con-

tinental Congress and later by the failure of state banks of no

responsibility, but there was the Much greater indirect loss re-

sulting from the expulsion of gold from the country, with the Con-

sequent derangement of prices and trade.

FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES AND GOLD RESERVES.

Discussion of the Practical Operations of the
af-4/94-4

Currency Provisions of the Federal Reserve Act.
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The unfortunate inheritances of the present generation

fro= thee past days are both tangible and intangible. The tan-

gible le,gacy consists of

United States notes (greenbacks) 046,691,016

Silver certificates (Sept. 1, 1916) 482,006,557

Treasury notes 2,079,799

National bank notes (Sept. 1, 1916) 734 493,851

Total $1,565,261,223

The intangible legacy consists of the great crop of dis-

ordered notions about our currency which it seems impossible to

fully eradicate. Fortunately, the sound money campaign laid the

bogey of bimetallism in the dust and the five years of agitation

for banking and currency legislation of 1908 - 13, resulting in

the passage of the Federal Reserve Act, has at last prepared the

way for the final settlement of this perplexing currency question.

The Federal Reserve Act has among its objects, two, which

are most important and fundamental: One, the laying of a founda-

tion upon which will be based a .complete reform of our inelastic

currency; the other, the creation, through the instrumentality of

reserve banks, of a sound and adequate system of gold banking re-

serves. The following treats of the first of these objects.

Congress could not or, at least, did not undertake at

one siroke to dispose of the existing assortment of nearly

te1,600,000,000 of currency, some part of which should never origi-

nally have been issued and all of which once having been issued

should have been retired as rapidly as the development of the coun-

try's resources and the growth of the government's credit permitted.
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So the effort of the present legislation was limited, first, to the

:gradual retire.ment of about two-thirds of the national bank notes

and, second, to the introduction of a new and elastic element into

the currency by the creation of Federal reserve note issues. The

language employed for these purposes is somewhat obscure and the

-operations involved are rather complicated, but it is only necessa-

ry to get a clear general understanding of what the law in its

present shapepermits of accomplishment, limited though it is, and

then form our conclusions as to the character of evolution which

must be relied upon to perfect the law and ultimately complete

this reform. Short-sighted criticism must not be allowed to dis-

credit a great piece of legislation or mislead the public as to what

it may accouvlish. Most of the criticism of the Federal Reserve

Act has been of minor importance, considering the broad plan of the

legislation, but in one important matter those directing the policy

of the reserve banks have been charged with failure to observe the

spirit, if not the letter, of the law. It is claimed that issues

of Federal reserve notes in exchange for gold are being made by a

method not authorized by the statute, and that this process consti-

tutes inflation and is not in harmony with the theory of elaeticity.

As to the charge of inflation, it may be disposed of in

a few words: The Federal reserve banks had received from the gov-

ernment at October 6th, 1916, $220,490,000 net, of notes which

amount constituted the entire outstanding issue to that date. These

notes are secured by the pledge of :204,476,000 of gold and

0_6,014,000 of commercial paper, nd the banks' net liability of

15,523,000, aa reported Oct. 6th, 1915, (which is simply for such

of the notes as are secured by commercial paper), is offset by
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$15,225,000 of notes which the twelve Federal reserve banks held in

their cash, so that if all the notes held in their tills were si-

multaneously surrendered or presented for redemption, the net issue

to-day would not represent one dollar of inflation. About $204,000,000

of Federal reserve notes, which cannot be counted as reserves by the

banks of the country, have been substituted in circulation for a

like amount of gold which otherwise would count as reserve and which

would form the basis, in time, of a very considerable expansion of

credit. It is this issue which suffers the indictment of"inflation".

How ridiculous! Had the entire $204,000,000 of notes been issued

against discounted paper, every dollar would have been added circu-

lation and "inflation" - if increased circulation even though it be

legitimate and necessary can be termed "inflation."

In brief, the effect of exchanging Federal reserve notes

for ',;eld is to cause no change whatever in the volume of currency,

although incidentally, it does impose some restraint upon the ex-

pansion of bank credits to the extent that ::old has been withdrawn

from bank reserves. So much for "inflation". Now as to the mat-

ter of elasticity of the new note issue:

Prior to the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act, the

country clamored for an elastic currency.. Elasticity in the cur-

rency means that the volume can be expanded to meet the demands of

trade by some other method, of course, than by the importation of

gold from foreign countries, or by its production from domestic

mines. That is to say, currency must be issued in exchange for

some kind of security other than gold. The Federal Reserve Act

proposes that this be done by permitting the Federal reserve banks
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to issue their notes, (for the payment of which the government has

ssarily obligated), upon depositing as security there

to

ce

for certain classes of commercial paper which they have discounted.

The principal limitation imposed upon the amount so authorized to

be irsued is the requirement that there shall always be on hand a

gold reserve equal to at least 40 % of the issue. This is the

theory of all elastic note issues and of course contemplates al-

most unlimited expansion as demands arise, provided always, that

sufficient gold is in hand to comply with the 40 % minimum reserve

requirement. But is there sufficient gold in hand to fortify

note issues which may be required to meet whatever legitimate de-

mands ::.ay arise, and if not, how may it be obtained! It is nec-

essary to take into consideration the method of obtaining and the

certainty of the sources of supply of this gold, for upon this will

inevitably depend the amount of possible expansion, the degree of

security and the adequacy of the reserve.

The member banks have now paid in to the reserve banks

$55,000,000 as capital and they, with the government, have also

paid in about $560,000,000 as deposits, the greater part originally

consisting of gold. Of this $615,000,000 of gold, the reserve

banks have since paid out $183,000,000 in acquiring discounts from

member banks and investments in the open market it will later be

explained why these operations always necessitate gold payment so

that, allowing for other deductions, such as holdings of silver,

United States notes and uncollected checks carried by the reserve

anks, -Lleir net gold reserve today is about 387,000,000, exclud-

ng the $204,000,000 held by the Federal Reserve Agents against

note issues above mentioned.
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With $1

7/.

83,000,000 invested, the reserve banks as a whole

are earning their expenses and somewhat less than the 6 dividends

on the capital. To earn the full dividends on the capital and a

margin for increased expenses, would require the investment at pres-

ent interest rates of about $70,000,000 to $80,000,000 additional,

which we id involve the loss of a like amount of gold and leave the

gold reserves of the twelve banks at, roughly, $300,000,000. The

minimum required reserve of 35 for deposits (substantially no re-

serve being required for note issues as at present with gold secu-

rity), amounts in round figures to 1200,000,000.

. If, therefore, the banks held investments sufficient, to

pay all expenses and dividends, there would remain in their hands

only about 1100,000,000 of old-in excess of the minimum reserve per-

mitted by the statute, if we exclude the $204,000,000 of gold obtain-

ed in exchange for notes issued. No one would for a moment advocate

such a reckless policy for the reserve banks that their reserves would

normally remain at any+hing like the minimum level, but assuming

that a time of crisis justified such a policy, and further assum-

ing that the reserve banks were able at such times to issue rotes

freely in payment for discounts to member banks instead of paying

out their reserve mone.y, the positive limit of elasticity to the

Federal reserve note issue would at present be about 1250,000,000.

This sum is only about one-half the combined totals of Aldrich-

Vreeland not,s and Clearing House loan certificates of the New York

Clearing House Association alone, issued during the Fall of 1914.

How, therefore, may the reserve banks discharge the ob-

ligation resting upon them, and upon the performance of which the

country has placed almost unlimited reliance, of supplying what-

ever demands for currency may arise, not only in normal times, but
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rowing

c

U,g

out of possible disturbances resulting from the war? How,

also, may the resl-ve banks be expected to furnish their members

with some part of the 00,000,000 of recently imported gold when

the conclusion of the war results, as it may, in adverse exchanges

and large gold exports? They can meet every demand in my opinion

by regulating the note issue in accordance with sound principles

as a means of accumulating gold; but this policy should not be made

the excuse for expanding the amount of bank loans and credits for

which at present there is no justification and which, taking the

country as a whole, is already of unprecedented if not dangerous

volume.

Stating the matter in plainest terms, the member banks

of the country' have deposited 400,000,000 gold with the reserve

banks, and that money is owing to the member banks in the form of

book credits. Free issues of Federal reserve notes against depos-

its of gold, dollar for dollar, would simply mean that indirectly

the public, which requires currency for daily transactions, would

also deposit gold with the reserve banks and in exchange accept

notes for the purpose of their trade, instead of the book credits

used by the member banks. The book credits which are owing to

the member banks are usually more convenient to them for the set-

tlement of accounts between themselves and their customers and to

a great extent between each other. The currency is more conven-

ient for pay rolls and the retail trade of the public. Both forms

of credit, as furnished by reserve banks, serve to impound gold in

their vaults. This operation of accumulating gold by note issues

involves no "inflation", does not alter the volume of currency one
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11&r, or Tiolate any sound banking principle. What it will do,

vastly increase the power which the reserve banks may exer-

cise in time of need. It will enable them when crisis or emergen-

cy threatens, to extend credit to the member banks of the system and

(through the banks), to issue currency to the people of the country,

these being the customers and beneficiaries.of the system.

If, in addition to the 500,000,000 deposits now made by

the member banks, the public also deposits, say, 400,000,000 of

gold, for which it accepts notes, then when the demand comes, the

resulting "inflation" of the note iosue - if again the term "infla-

tion" applies to issues of notes against assets, at in the case of

the Aldrich-Vreeland notes - will be sufficient to meet demands,

will be based upon an adequate gold reserve to support its issue

and will be acceptable to those who demand its use. There would

still remain in circulation and in bank reserves, over t1,500,000,000

of gold, exceeding the total stock of any other nation.

No fear need be entertained that this enlargement of the

gold reserves of the reserve banks means an unlimited expansion of

credit or enlargement cl,f fiduciary note issues. None of the many

restraints imposed by law upon reckless expansion of credit or in-

flation of note issues are as effective as is the good judgement

and common sense of those who are managing the system. They have

ample powers to indulge in all sorts of reckless experiments which

would discredit the system and bring about its downfall. The re-

straint of public opinion and a proper sense of responsibility can

be relied upon to prevent misuse of powers which are necessarily

broad, and convincing evidence of the exercise of this conservatism
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afforded by the moderate earnings of the reserve banks, during a

period when there is strong incentive for then to make a good show-

ing of earnings. They have demonstrated their unwillingness to

press their funds upon a market already gorged with credit.

Varicus suggestions have been made, however, for prevent-

ing undue expansion of note issues by express provision of law, and

it may be necessary, but only in order to satisfy public opinion, to

surround the discretionary powers of the reserve banks with such re-

straints. Those proposed hve generally been either to impose .a

tax of some kind upon issues of notes as they expand, or to fix an

arbitrary limit on the total beyond which issues cannot be made.

Neither of these plans would be satisfactory. A tax upon note is-

sues would begin to operate when the reserve banks had become ex-

tended and were consequently earning large profits, a part of which

would go into the United States Treasury. A tax would not, there-

fore, have a restraining influence when the banks were already pay-

ing large profits to the government, as they would be indifferent

wheti.er these payments were made as a tax upon notes, or simply as

a proportion of surplus earnings.

Fixing a statutory limit to the note issue would he

equally unsatisfactory. It would have no relation whatever to the

condition of the reserve banks or their reserves. It has been es-

timated that had the tax proposed by the Aldrich Bill been applied.

to issues of national bark notes less than ta.o decades ago, the max-

imum tax of 6 71 would already apply to a considerable portion of the

bank notes now in circulation.
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The growth of our country and of its banking resources

is too rapid to justify any such arbitrary limitation with the in-

evitable and unfortunate necessity for periodical revisions. A

brake, however, might be applied to expansion at the point where

expansion arises, - that is, by an automatic increase in the dis-

count rate charged to member banks whenever the reserves of the re-

serve banks are reduced below a fixed atatutory That is

the kind of restraint which would be effective, as it would apply

as a penalty to those Who are responsible for the expansion.

But the greatest safeguard against misuse of the credit

power of the Reserve System is, as already stated, the character of

its supervision , and in that respect the System is most fortunate,

and does not need the steel bands of minute statutory-limitations.

The legal basis for the present method of issue of notes

against gold has been established to the satisfaction of the Federal

Reserve Board and of the officers and directors of the Federal. Re-

serve Bank of New York, and the process has been elaborately explain-

ed in former statements. No explanation has so far been made, how-

ever, of why the Federal Reserve Act and our currency laws at times

cause the operations'of the twelve reserve banks to develop a tenden-

cy to drain the reserve banks of gold; which will be the csse so long

as we hsve outstanding such a miscellaneous assortment of currency

and so long as the Federal reserve notes are limited in their legal

tender quality and cannot be counted as reserve money by the member

banks.
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The growth of our country and of its banking resources

is too rapid to justify any such arbitrary limitation with the in-

evitable and unfortunate necessity for periodical revisions. A

brake, however, might be applied.to expansion at the point where

expansion arises, - that is, by an automatic increase in the dis-

count rate charged to member banks whenever the reserves of the re-

serve banks are reduced below a fixed statutory minimum. That is

the kind of restraint which would be effective, as it would apply

as a penalty to those who are responsible for the expansion.

But the greatest safeguard against misuse of the credit

power of the Reserve System is, as already stated, the character of

its supervision, and in that respect the System is most fortunate,

and does not need the steel bands of minute statutory limitations.

In a former article, I have endeavored to explain some of

the difficulties encountered by the management of the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York in connection with issues of Federal reserve notes and

why it seems desirable to urge upon Congress the adoption of amendments

to the Federal Reserve Act in respect of that matter.

The legal basis for the present method of issue of notes

against gold has been established to the satisfaction of the Federal

Reserve Board and of the officers and directors of the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York, and the process has been elaborately explained in for-

mer statements. No explanation has so far been made, however, of why

the Federal Reserve Act and our currency laws at times cause the opera-

tions of the twelve reserve banks to develop a tendency to drain the

reserve banks of gold; which will be the case so long as we have out-

standing such a miscellaneous assortment of currency and so long as the

Federal reserve notes are limited in their legal tender quality and can-

not be counted as reserve money by the member banks.
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Issues of Federal reserve notes by the present method, or

by any other authorized method, have nothing whatever to do with this

loss of gold and accumulation of silver certificates and United States

notes. The reserve banks all lose gold whenever they have payments

to make, either for investments or for settlements through the Gold

Settlement Fund, and they all accumulate United States notes and sil-

ver certificates whenever they have payments made to them through

Clearing Houses which settle balances in other kinds of currency as

well as gold or gold certificates. The reason is obvious. For ex-

ample, when the Federal Reserve Bank Of New York buys $5,000,000 of

New York City revenue warrants, it pays for them by handing to the

broker or city authorities a check for $5,000,000. This check is

presented to the Federal Reserve Bank throtigh the New York Clearing

House, and unless the bank happens to have $5,000,000 of silver cer-

tificates and United States notes it must, of course, meet the check

by settling its debit balance with gold certificates. If it handed

Federal reserve notes to the broker or to the city authorities, the

notes would be deposited in banks and by banks would immediately be

presented for redemption and the gold would be paid out in redeeming

them instead of in settlement of the Clearing House debit balances.

Even if the resulting debit balance at the Clearing House

could be settled by the use of Federal reserve notes, nothing would

be accomplished, because the notes do not count as reserve for the

banks and such banks as received them in settlement of credit balan-

ces, (unless they happened to have a demand for currency at the mo-

ment,)would promptly present them for redemption and we would lose
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the gold just the same, having first made a series of useless and

expensive motions. In other words, the reserve banks must pay out

gold for their investments and cannot pay out Federal reserve notes.

The loss of old when discounts are demanded by member

banks is substantially similar to that which occurs when the reserve

banks invest in the open market. The proceeds of discounts are

credited to the. accounts of member banks, which have probably bor-

rowed for the purpose of making additional loons or meeting demands

of depositors; that is, to create larger balances or restore reserves

already depleted. Against the credits so made to the member banks'

accounts, they draw, or have already drawn, checks which are also

presented through the New York Clearing House where settlement is

made by the reserve bank in gold, unless it happens to have United

States notes or silver certificates which it can use for the purpose.

No issues of notes are made to the discounting banks unless their

customers happen to need currency, which is seldom the motive for

borrowing. Discounting, therefore, also causes a loss of gold, and

when these investments and discounts fall due, the checks received

in payment are collected through the Clearing House, thus creating

credit balances which elre settled principally in silver certificates

and United States notes, this causing the substitution of that kind

of money in place of the gold which was originally paid out when the

.investments or discounts were made.

But the principal loss of gold arises from quite a dif-

ferent cause and again has no direct relation to the note issue: A

large part of the present unusual business activity in the United

States arises from the production and manufacture of goods for export
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to Europe. These goods largely leave from the Atlantic Seaboard

and principally from the Port of New York. Almost all payments

by purchasers abroad in settlement for exports are made through

New York banks, which are being drawn upon by their interior cor-

respondents or are remitting to the interior points from which

the goods were originally shipped and where ultimate payment must

be made. On the other hand, European nations and institutions are

borrowing large sums in this country, almost entirely through New

York. The loans are distributed throughout the country and brnke

at interior points are remitting to New York in payment. The flow

of exchange back and forth occasioned by these tremendous currents

of trade and finance, added to our normal seasonal trade, results

at times in the reserve banks of the interior shipping to the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank of New York very large amounts of New York ex-

chsInge. The checks sent us are presented by the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York to the drawees through the New York Clearing House

and the credit balances arising are paid to the Federal Reserve

Bank largely in silver certificates and United States notes and to

a small extent in gold. The resulting credit balances on the books

of the Federal ReserVe Bank of New York in favor of the interior re-

serve banks, however, are settled through the Gold Settlement Fund,

always in gold, as our currency laws do not permit the issue of other

forms of money in large denomination "order certificates", which must

be employed for the settlement of balances between the reserve banks

by this most economical method of settlement. It should be under-

stood that the gold which has so far moved to the interior represents

the net balances arising from this offsetting flow of exchange between
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New York and the interior. The consequence, therefore, of receiv-

ing payment in silver certificates and United States notes from our

debtors through the Clearing House of New York ana making payment

in gold to our creditors through the Clearing House in Washington

is to cause at times an accumulation of the less desirable money

by the New York bank. Issues of Federal reserve notes have no re-

lation to the matter whatever.

Further development of the present collection plan will

in time overcome some part of the difficulty. Interior banks which

now carry balances with New York correspondents are inclined to re-

sent the action of their New York correspondents in collecting in-

terior items through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, for reas-

ons which need not be elaborated. The result is that the interior

reserve banks which do collect a large volume of items payable in

the New York District send more New York exchange to the Federal Re-

serve Bank of New York than that bank is able to offset by exchange

sent to the interior reserve banks. There is also a considerable

volume of New York exchange purchased outright by interior reserve

banks whenever, as has frequently been the case, New York exchange

is at a discount. Thib all contributes to cause the settlement

through the Gold Settlement Fund to be adverse to New York practi-

cally all the time, End results in many of the New York member banks

settling with their interior correspondents to some extent, direct,

thus enlarging the constant gold drain on the New York Reserve Bank.

When old collection arrangements are more generally abandoned, the

Federal reserve bank exchanges will more nearly balance and save

some part of the drain of gold.
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One other disagreeable consequence of the operations

described has been to transfer through the reserve banks and the

Clearing Fund, something like $200,000,000 of the recently import-

ed gold first to other Federal reserve banks, through them to their

member banks and finally by the member banks into general circula-

tion. It seems unfortunate that means were not available to ar-

rest this general distribution of gold and impound it in the re-

serve banks immediately upon its arrival, but no such result could

be accomplished so long as the present limitations continue in re-

gard to the reserve qualities of Federal reserve notes. The best

that could be accomplished by the New York Reserve Bank was to effect

exchanges through the courtesy of the member banks and of bankers

who have controlled the gold importations, of such silver certifi-

cates and United States notes as accumulated in the reserves of the

New York Reserve Bank, for the newly arrived gold and to further ac-

cumulate about $75,000,000 of gold against direct issue of notes to

the member banks. Much of the imported gold has simply gone to the

interior to pay for some of the wheat, horses, automobiles and other

goods exported to Europe from the interior.

It should nwt be supposed that the present total issue

of, say, $204,000,000 of Federal reserve notes has displaced a like

amount of silver certificates and United States notes in circula-

tion and developed a tendency to drive them into the vaults of the

reserve banks. They displaced $204,000,000 of gold certificates

at the time of their issue, and once issued against the retirement

of an equal amount of gold certificates, it is difficult to see how

they could again displace further amounts of other kinds of currency.
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It is easy to mistake or confuse the influences which

determine how much of our many varieties of currency will contin-

ue in circulation in the hands of the public, or how much will

find lodgement in bank reserves. About the most constant factor

in currency circulation is the amount which will remain in general

circulation outside of bank reserves, which amount fluctuates in

total roughly in proportion to the volume of business and of season-

al demands. The strongest influence to control how much of any

one kind of this currency finds its way into bank vaults and how

much remains in circulation is the proportion in which the denomi-

nations of the different kinds of notes are issued.

One of the contributing causes, and probably the prin-

cipal one, for the excessive circulation of gold certificates in

the hands of the public and the excessive accumulation of silver

certificates in bank reserves is the fact that too many gold cer-

tificates are issued in small denominations and too many silver

certificates in large denominations for the best interests of the

country. It is a significant fact that the great increase in vol-

ume of $10 and t20 bills now circulating throughout the country,

appears to be in gol'd certificates, whereas, the excessive accumu-

lation of silver in bank reserves which at times occurs consists

usually of the larger denomination silver certificates. If our

government would discontinue the issue of gold certificates of de-

nominations of less than $50, or even somewhat reduce the volume of

tens and twenties now being issued and at the same time would in-

crease the volume of small denomination silver certificates so as
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to meet the constant and apparently unsatisfied ckmand for $1, $2

and at times, $5 bills, we would very shortly see a stream of gold

certificates flowing into the national banks to replace present

holdings of silver certificates, thereby affording opportunity for

considerable issues of Federal reserve notes against gold to partly

take the place of the denominations withdrawn from circulation.

Inherited notions, as well as ignorance, in regard to

our currency have proven an obstacle to a correct understanding

in this country of the real function of a bank note and a bank de-

posit. Originally, banks extended credit almost entirely by note

issues and their profits arose from making issues of notes for

loans extended to borrowers. The enlarged use of current accounts

against which checks are drawn has driven the bank note out of its

former supreme position as the instrument for extending credit and

effecting exchanges so that notes are now used by the public only

for hand to hand payments and by banking institutions for settling

differences between amounts owing to each other, - that is, the

Clearing House exchanges. The volume of currency or bank notes

in hand tc hand circulation remains fairly constant, much more so

in fact, than bank deposits do, but they should be looked upon as

a claim upon a bank just as a deposit account is, always however,

with this qualification; the ownership of a bank note when it has

legal tender qualities, is involuntary, as one must accept such

notes in payment of debts; a bank deposit results from a purely vol-

untary relationship between the depositor and the bank, no creditor

being obliged to accept a check from his debtor in payment of a

debt, and when suspicion of weakness of his bank is entertained by

the depositor, he is at liberty to remove his account to some other

bank.
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Consequently, the circulation of bank notes must depend

for its success upon a large gold reserve and not, as in this coun-

'ry, u-n a reserve consisting of the various kinds of money which

we so long allowed to remain in circulation and which must be

presented to the Treasury for redemption in order to get gold,

sometimes when it is most inconvenient for our government to furnish

it. Therein lies the weakness in this country's currency system,

resulting from the issue of f1,600,000,000 of currency without ade-

quate gold backing, a large part of which is counted as cash reserve

by banks.

The introduction of an elastic currency to take the place

of our inelastic currencies can only be brought about by the with-

drawal of some part of present issues so as to create a void to be

filled by Federal reserve notes. A larger proportion of ultimate

reserve money, that is, gold, should be held by the reserve banks

and the kind of meney which should be used for hand to hand payments

by the public, should be in larger proportion the elastic currency,

that is, the Federal reserve notes, the volume of which will expand

and contract as demands for its use arise. If the latter has ade-

quate gold backing, it can likewise be made with safety to count as

reserve money for the member banks.

The time to commence correcting these inherited defects

in thorough-going fashion is right now, when the people of the

United States have at their command the largest supply of gold of

any nation of the world and the largest ever held in this country.

The various steps in completing the reforL of our currency position

will result in assembling some of this gold,and serve also, to

strengthen us to meet the need for its later return to Europe.
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It seems that the object of the recently proposed amend-

ments to the note issue provisions of the Federal Reserve Act must

have been misunderstood, when it is claimed that the failure of Con-

gress to enact the amendments constituted a rebuke to the managers

of the system for permitting the present method of issuing Federal

reserve notes. The amendment was designed to accomplish two need-

ed changes in the Act. The important change was to authorize the

reserve banks to count gold accumulated by note issues as part of

their assets and to treat the notes so issued as part of their lia-

bilities and thereby immensely strengthen their reserves. This

was the real object sought by the amendment. Of less importance,

and having the effect simply of saving much clerical work and in-

convenience, was the proposed amendment authorizing direct exchange

of notes for gold without so many bookkeeping motions involved by

the preliminary pledge of commercial paper. Congress certainly

failed to adopt the suggestion about the gold counting as reserve,

but had it intended this as disapproval of the method now author-

ized by the law, which was fully and clearly explained, it would

have amended the statute so as to have prevented its continuance

by the present less 'convenient method.

On the whole, the people of the country and the press

have given whole-hearted and very w3lcome support to the efforts

of the management of the reserve system to make it an unqualified

success. Unfortunately, the task has been so immense that there

has not been sufficient time for the officers of the reserve banks

to explain in a careful and accurate way the various complicated

operations with the inauguration of which they have been charged.
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It is equally unfortunate that those writing criticisms of the

system have been willing to do so without definite information

on some of these matters, and which they have at times been un-

willing to make effort to obtain. Lack of information explains

most of the criticism which has so far appeared, although in some

cases our critics have been guilty of a species of mental hiberna-

tion which it is difficult to comprehend.

The Federal Reserve System is not going to be a success -

it is a success. It is largely the product of many years of study

and thought by the business men and bankers of the country who were

interested in promoting this great reform; their views have finally

been crystallized by the committees of Congress in the present leg-

islation. Its deficiencies will be remedied, but let us hope not

as an outgrowth of unfortunate and costly experiences, but as the

result of the recommendations of those who are giving the best years

of their lives to bringing about a much needed reform.
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4100 MONTVIEW BOULEVARD
DENVER, COLO.

Denver, Colorado,
January 15, 1917.

THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT AND OUR CURRaM.

Like every reform, the Federal Reserve System must depend for

enduring success upon popular approval and support. It cannot be ex-

pected that both the bankers and the public will accord this support

unless the various features of the System and its operations are open

to examination and discussion. The importance of this cannot be exag-

gerated when it is realized that changes are taking Place in the world's

financial affairs which are certain to throw heavy burdens and responsi-

bilities upon the reserve banks. Plans to anticipate these must be made

in advance, and should be understood. e must also recognize that the

authors of the Federal Reserve Act little realized at the time of its

Preparation that before the reserve banks could be organized all Europe

'toul become involved in the greatest war of all times. Nor could any

human wisdom foresee the changes which would take place in our country's

trade, in its international balance sheet and in the magnitude and char-

acter of its banking transactions.

The addition of averA000,000,000 to the country's gold stock in

two years is one of the most significant and impressive of these occurrences.

It raises questions in regard to our currency which should be discussed and

considered at this time.

The purpose of this and subsequent articles is to describe certain

transactions of the Federal Reserve Banks and the difficulties which have

arisen and which may continue to multiply on account of that part of our
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hodge-podge currency with Which the Federal Reserve Act does not deal.

Also, to suggest certain inconsistencies and dangers in those matters

which can be dealt with if we are willing to consider that the Federal

Reserve Act is only the first step in a program for progressive reform

of our currency.

OUR CURRENCY RECOAD.

Since the establishment of the Colonies, the American people

have almost continuously paid dearly for experiments with unsound cur-

rency. It seems as though many costly lessons of experience in other

countries had been ignored by our government and banks and that American

ingenuity had been directed to devising new currency expedients equally

expensive and disastrous. Our trade with the Indians was first con-

ducted by the use of beads and wampum and the enumeration of what has

since been employed as "money" from that day to the present sounds al-

most grotesque. We have used bales of pelts, hogheads of tobacco, ir-

redeemable Colonial notes (which were generally defaulted), irredeemable

Continental currency,(likewise defaulted), coins of foreign nations, wild

cat bank notes, shin plasters, postage stamp currency, greenbacks, Treasury

notes and occasionally clearing house notes, not to mention the present

bond secured bank notes and long years of experiment with bimetallic

currency.

Throughout a considerable part of this period, the losses sustained

by the American people were enormous. Not only was there the direct loss

caused by the repudiation or depreciation of notes issued by the Colonial

and state governments and by the Continental Congress and later by the

failure of state banks of no responsibility to redeem their notes, but
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0 there was the much greater indirect loss resulting from the expulsion

of gold from the country, with the consequent derangement of prices and

trade.

The unfortunate inheritance of the present generation from those

past days are both tangible and intangible. The tangible legacy consisted

January 1, 1917 of

United States notes (greenbacics, -,346,681,016

Silver certificates 476,795,613
Treasury notes 2,035,188
National Bank notes 726,825,240

Total

The intangible legacy consists of the great crop of disordered

notions about our currency Which it seems impossible to fully eradicate.

Fortunately, the sound money campaign laid the bogey of bimetallism in

the dust and the five years of agitation for banking and currency legis-

lation of 1908 - 13, resulting in the passage of the Federal Reserve Act,

has at last prepared the way for the final settlement of this perplexing

currency question.

The Federal Reserve Act has among its objects two, which are most

important and fundamental; One, the laying of a foundation upon which will

be based a complete reform of our inelastic currency; the other, the creation

through the instrumentality of reserve banks, of a sound and and adequate

system of gold banking reserves. The following treats of the first of these

objects.

GRADUAL RETIREUENT OF NATIONAL BANK NOTES.

Congress could not or, at least, did not undertake at one stroke

to dispose of the existing assortment of nearly ,:,;1,600,000,000 of currency

above mentioned, some part of which should never originally have been is-
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sued and all of which once having been issued should have been retired

as rapidly as the development of the country's resources and the growth

of the government's credit permitted. So the effort of the present legis-

lation was limited, first, to the gradual retirement of about two-thirds

of the national bnnk notes and, second, to the introduction of a new and

elastic element into the currency by the creation of Federal Reserve note

issues, leaving everything else undisturbed. The language employed in the

Act for these purposes is somewhat obscure and the operations involved

rather complicated, but it is only necessary to get a clear general under-

standing of that the law in its present shape permits of accomplishment,

limited though it is, and then form our conclusions as to the character of

evolution Which must be relied upon to perfect the law and ultimately com-

plete this reform. Short-sighted criticism must not be allowed however to

discredit a great piece of legislation or mislead the public as to that it

may ultimately accomplish. Most of the criticism of the Federal Reserve

Act has been of minor importance, considering the broad purposes of the

legislation, but in one important matter those directing the policy of the

reserve banks have been charged with failure to observe the spirit, if not

the letter, of the law. It is claimed that issues of Federal Reserve notes

in exchange for gold are being made by a method not authorized by the statute,

and that this process constitutes inflation and is not in harmony with the

theory of elasticity.

ISSUES OF NOTES AGAINST GOLD.

The legal basis for the method now being employed for issuing

Federal Reserve notes against gold has been established to the satisfac-

tion of the Federal Reserve Board and of the officers and directors of
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the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and the legal aspects of this

operation have been elaborately explained in former statements made by

the members of the Reserve Board and by officers of the New York Bank,

Which need not be repeated here.

It seems, however, that the object of the amendments to the

note issue provisions of the Federal Reserve Act proposed to the last

session of Congress must have been misunderstood, when it is claimed

that the failure of Congress to enact the amendments constituted a re-

buke to the managers of the system for permitting the present method of

issuing Federal Reserve notes. The amendment was designed to accomplish

two needed changes in the Act. The important change was to make clear

that the reserve banks may count gold accumulated by note issues as part

of their assets andmaytreat the notes so issued as part of their liabi-

lities and thereby immensely strengthen their reserves. This was the

real object sought by the amendment. Of less importance, and having the

effect simply of saving much clerical work and inconvenience, was the

proposed authorization of direct exchanges of notes for gold without so

many bookkeeping motions involved by the preliminary pledge of commercial

Paper. Congress failed to adopt the suggestion about the gold counting as

reserve, but had it intended this as disapproval of the method now author-

ized by the law, which was fully and clearly explained, it would have amend-

ed the statute so as to have prevented the issue by the present less con-

venient method.

THE CHARGE OF INFLATION.

As to the charge of inflation, however, it may be disposed of

in a few words: The Federal Reserve banks had received from the govern-

ment at January 5th, 1917 4300,280,000 of notes which amount constituted
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a the entire outstanding issue to that date. These notes are secured by

the pledge of ,281,292,000 of gold and cr209272,000 of coluLnercial paper.

Such of the notes as are secured by commercial paper are, in fact, offset

by21,6649000 of notes which the twelve Federal Reserve banks held in

their cash on January 5th, 1917, so that if all the notes held in their

tills were simultaneously surrendered or nresented for redemption, the net

issue today would not represent one dollar of inflation. About 281,000,000

of Federal Reserve notes, which cannot be counted as reserves by the banks

of the country, have been substituted in circulation for a like amount of

gold which otherwise would count as reserve and Which would form the basis,

in time, of a very considerable expansion of credit. It is this issue Which

suffers the indictment of "inflation". How ridiculous! Had the entire

4281,000,000 of notes been issued against discounted paper, every dollar

would have been added circulation and "inflation" - if increased circulation,

even though it be legitimate and necessary, can be termed "inflation".

In brief, the effect of exchanging Federal Reserve notes for gold

is to cause no change whatever in the volume of currency, although inci-

dentally, it does impose some restraint upon the expansion of bank credits

to the extent that gold has been withdrawn from bank reserves. So much

for "inflation." Now as to the matter of elasticity of the new note issue.

THE ELASTICITY OF FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES.

Prior to the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act, the country

clamored for an elastic currency. Elasticity in the currency means that

the volume can be expanded to meet the demands of trade by some other

method, of course, than by the importation of gold from foreign countries,

or by its production from domestic mines. That is to say, currency must

be issued in exchange for some kind of security other than gold. The
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0 Federal Reserve Act proposes that this be done by permitting the Federal

Reserve banks to issue their notes, (for the payment of which the govern-

ment has been unnecessarily obligated), upon depositing as security there-

for certain classes of commercial paper which they have discounted. The

principal limitation imposed upon the amount of notes so authorized to be

issued in the requirement that there shall always be on hand a gold reserve

equal to at least 40% of the issue. This is the theory of all elastic note

issues and of course contemplates almost unlimited expansion as demands a-

rise, provided always, that sufficient gold is in hand to comply with the

40% minimum reserve requirement. But is there sufficient gold now in hand

to fortify note issues Which may be required to meet Whatever legitimate

demands may arise, and if not, how may it be obtained? It is necessary to

take into consideration the method of obtaining this gold and the certainty

of the sources of its supply for upon this will inevitably depend the amount

of possible expansion, the degree of security and the adequacy of the re-

serve.

VOLUME OF NOTES MICH MAI BE ISSUED.

The member banks have now paid in to the reserve banks about

456,000,000 as capital and they, with the government, have also paid in

4682,000,000 as deposits, the greater part originally consisting of gold.

Of this 4738,000,000 of gold, the reserve banks have since paid out

4213,000,000 in acquiring discounts from member banks and investments in the

open market - it will later be explained why these operations always nec-

essitate gold payment - so that, allowing for other deductions, such as

holdings of silver, United States notes and uncollected checks carried by

the reserve banks, their net gold reserve today is about 4460,000,000 ex-

cluding the 4281,000,000 held by the Federal Reserve Agents against note
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issues above mentioned.

With 4213,000,000 invested at interest, the reserve banks as a

Whole are earning their expenses and somewhat less than 6% dividends on

the capital. To earn the full dividends on the capital and a margin for

increased expenses, would require the investment at present interest

rates of about 475,000,000 additional, which would involve the loss of a

liKe amount of gold and leave the gold reserves of the twelve banks at,

roughly, 4385,000,000. The minimum required reserve of 35% for deposits

( substantially no reserve being required for note issues as at present

with gold security) amounts in round figures to ,240,000,000.

If, therefore, the banks held investments sufficient to pay all

expenses and dividends, there would remain in their hands only about

4145,000,000 of gold ill excess of the minimum reserve permitted by the

statute, if we exclude the 4281,000,000 of gold held as security for note

issues. No one would for a moment advocate such a reckless policy for

the reserve banks that their reserves would normally remain at anything

like the minimum level, but assuming that a time of crisis justified such

a policy, and further assuming that the reserve banKs were able at such

times to issue notes freely in payment for discounts to member banks in-

stead of paying out their reserve money, the positive limit of elasticity

to the Federal reserve note issue (unless the gold accumulated by issues

of notes is counted as reserve) would at present be about 4360,000,000.

This sum is only about two-thirds the combined totals of Aldrich-Vreeland

notes and Clearing House loan certificates of the New York Clearing House

Association alone issued during the fall of 1914.

HOW CAN FEDERAL RESTIVE BANES DISCHARGE THIUR OBLIGATICUS
AND RESPONSIBILITIIS?

How, therefore, may the Reserve Banks discharge the obligation
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o resting upon them, on the performance of jhich the country has placed
tu(

almost unlimited reliance, of supply Whatever demands for currency may

arise, not only in normal times, but growing out of possible disturbances

resulting from the war? How, also, may the Reserve Banks be expected to

furnish their members with some part of the 0000,000,000 of recently im-

ported gold When the conclusion of the war results, as it may, in adverse

exchanges and large gold exports? They can meet every demand in my opinion

by regulating the note issue in accordance with sound principles as a means

of accumulating gold; but this policy should not be made the excuse for ex-

panding the amount of bank loans and credits, for Which at present there is

no justification and Which, taking the country as a Whole, are already of

unprecedented if not dangerous volume.

GOLD SHOULD BE ACCUMULATED THROUGH NOTES AS WELL AS
THROUGH DEPOSITS.

Stating the matter in plainest terms, the member banks of the

country have deposited .;?656,000,000 gold with the reserve banks, and

that money is owing to the member banks in the form of book credits.

Free issues of Federal Reserve notes against deposits of oold, dollar for

dollar, would simply mean that indirectly the -public, which requires cur-

rency for daily transactions, would also deposit gold with the Reserve

Banks and in exchange accept notes., The book credits are usually more con-

venient to banks for use in settling accounts between themselves and their

customers and to a great extent between each other. The currency is more

convenient for the Day-rolls and retail trade of the public. Both forms

of credits, as furnished by Reserve Banks, serve to impound gold in their

vaults. This operation of accumulating gold by note issues involves no

"Inflation", does not alter the volume of currency one dollar, nor violate

any sound banking principle. What it will do, is vastly to increase the
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nomer which the Reserve Banks may exercise in time of need. it will

enable them when crisis or emergency threatens, to extend credit to the

member banks of the system and (through the banks) to issue currency to

the people of the country, who are the customers and beneficiaries of

the system.

If, in addition to the 4656,000,000 deposits now made by the

member banks, the public also deposits, say, 4600,000,000 of gold, for

which it accepts notes, then when the demand comes, the resulting "in-

flation" of the note issue - if again the term "inflationn'applies to

issues of notes against assets, as in the case of the Aldrich-Vreeland

notes - will be sufficient to meet demands, will be based upon an adequate

gold reserve to support its issue and will be acceptable to those who de-

mand its use. There would still remain in circulation and in member and

non-member bank reserves, over 41500,000,000 of gold, an amount exceeding

the total stock of any other nation.

SUPERVISION RATHER THAN LiaISLATION BEST CHECK
TO EXPANSION.

No fear need be entertained that this enlargement of the gold

reserves of the Reserve Banks means an unlimited expansion of credit or

enlargement of fiduciary note issues. None of the many restraints im-

posed by law upon reckless expansion of credit or inflation of note

issues are as effective as is the good judgment and common sense of

those who are managing the system. They already have ample powers to

indulge in all sorts of reckless experiments which would discredit the

system and bring about its downfall. The restraint of public opinion and

a proper sense of responsibility can be relied upon to prevent misuse of

powers Which are necessarily broad, and convincing evidence of the
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exercise of this conservatism is afforded by the moderate earnings of

the Reserve Banks during a period when there is strong incentive for

them to make a good showing of earnings. They have continuously demon-

strated their unwillingness to press their funds upon a market already

gorged with credit.

Various suggestions have been made, however, for preventing

undue expansion of note issues by express provision of law, and it may

be necessary, but only in order to satisfy public opinion, to surround

the discretionary powers of the Reserve Banks with such restraints.

Those proposed have generally been either to impose a tax of some kind

upon issues of notes as they expand, or to fix an arbitrary limit on

the total beyond Which issues cannot be made. Neither of these plans

would be satisfactory. A tax upon note issues would begin to operate

When the Reserve Banks had become extended and were consequently earning

large profits, a part of Which would go into the United States Treasury.

A tax would not, therefore, have a restraining influence when the banks

were already paying large profits to the government, as they would be

indifferent whether these payments were made as a tax upon notes, or

simply as a contribution out of surplus earnings.

Fixing a statutory limit to the note issue would be equally

unsatisfactory. It would have no relation Whatever to the condition of

the Reserve Banks or their reserves. It has been estimated that had the

tax proposed by the Aldrich Bill been applied to issues of National Bank

notes less than two decades ago, the maximum tax of E4, would already ap-

ply to a considerable portion of the bank notes now in circulation. The

steady growth of our country's population and of its banking resources
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are too rapid to justify any such arbitrary limitation with the in-

evitable and unfortunate necessity for periodical revisions. A brake,

however, might be anplied to expansion at the point Where expansion

arises, - that is, by an automatic increase in the discount rate charged

to member banks whenever the reserves of the Reserve Banks are reduced

below a fixed statutory minimum. That is the kind of restraint which

would be effective, as it would apply as a penalty to those who are re-

sponsible for the expansion.

FURTHER CURRENCY LEGISLATION.

Two years of experience with the Reserve Banks in operation

have I believe demonstrated to the managers of the System that the

Federal Reserve Act failed to reach fundamental difficulties with our

currency. It provided only for an elastic note issue without providing

for a sufficiently prompt retirement of National Bank notes and failed

entirely to furnish any means of dealing with United States notes and

silver certificates. A somewhat cumbersome method is now being employed

to fortify the position of the Reserve Banks by accumulating gold against

issues of reserve notes, but the process is not as effective as it would

be if the gold counted as a part of their reserves. Our Whole currency

system will remain defective so long as National Bank notes, silver cer-

tificates and greenbacks continue to occupy the important place Which they

noa do in our currency circulation and so long as Federal Reserve banks

are restricted in their note operations by the limitations now imposed by

the law upon the method of issuing Federal Reserve notes and so long as

Federal Reserve notes do not count as cash reserves for the member banks.

These defects have caused and will continue to cause difficulties
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in the adjustment of domestic exchange. Our currency laws likewise

have an important bearing 111,011 the development of our banking system in

foreign countries. But these matters can all be dealt with expeditiously

and effectively if we take advantage of the present opportunity and of

the present plethora of gold now in circulation to complete the reform

by further legislation, to which reference will be made in subsequent

articles.
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The Federal Reserve banks came into being in the month of

November, 1914. The passage of the legislation by which they

were created had been preceded by five years of discussion)fol-

lowing the financial upheaval of the fall of 1907, such as might

have been expected to prepare the way for the considerable changes

in banking methods contemplated by the new law.

Notwithstanding, however, that American bankers had gained

a better understanding of the deplorable defects in our banking

and monetary system, the managers of the new Federal Reserve banks

soon found that the welcome accorded to them by the banks of the

country was, to say the least, cool. Business men generally

welcomed the change'for the better, recognizing the protection

which the reserve system afforded them, but nevertheless both

bankers and business men were regrettably ignorant of what it all

meant.

444,,,a4,444)
It was the influence of the outbreak of war which r.00eti.c*a -

that the Federal Reserve banks be organized as promptly as possible.
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The best banking machinery and the best banking talent in the

country seemed to be required to protect the interests of both

bankers and business men. Much was expected from the new system,

at once it was started. Very shortly, however, immense imports

of gold from abroad, general business prosperity stimulated by

war profits, and reasonably comfortable conditions in credit and

banking, appeared to put the Federal Reserve banks for the first

to and one half years of their existence into the class of

expensive luxuries, -in fact examples of governmental interference

with business which were tolerated but, nevertheless, were not

appreciated by many bankers.

During this interval Amou November, 1914, to April, 1917, the
;

system, by slow staged of progress, found itself; The machinery

for conducting actual operations was designed and developed far

beyond the needs of the moment; the terms of the Act were per-

fected where need was discovered, the men engaged in the work

became better acquainted with their duties and with each other,

skilled clerks were engaged and trained, and accounting methods 61-fiut_
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perfected so that when the test of our participation in the war

came in 1917, the Federal Reserve banks were in large measure

prepared for the grave tasks and responsibilities at once to be

assumed.

During these first 12 months of our country's participation

in the war the reserve system has become established upon a basis

of confidence, respect, even in fact of admiration, which is now

accorded by both bankers and business men and to such a degree as

to assure their future so long as good management deserves the

support now enjoyed.

During all these three and one-half years, however, the work

of organization, and during the last year the work assumed by the

Federal Reserve banks as fiscal agents of the Government, ha4;

so occupied the time of all connected with the system that it has

been difficult to overcome, in a comprehensive way, much of the

ignorance and misunderstanding of the functions of the System.

It is widely accepted as successful and necessary, but, with some
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exceptions, it is still hardly possible to say tat it is

understood. It has come as an additio to a great banking

Oak, 464 &-ern1/44' a4424R-Lo 4-eaaidf7)
machine 94.12.4a4y complicated by the dual development of national

A

and state'vampire, and in the case of state banks, a development
Oratatl

which QJ,w.e.pe a vast field of business activity, not confined to

commercial banking.

ermT

4,144,0r

-AkatriAionet-,111441e.. if

Until, through 3;410!t, evolution in methods and many changes in

i\

both state and national laws, we have a truly unified system -

Banki#g in this country will be a puzzle and a mystery to the

casual
observer)

to the business man/ and to bankers abroad/unless

its various features are presented in a concise and comprehensive

form, stripped of the technicalities of economic discussion. It

is much more difficult to present a complex problem in concise form

than in extended detail. This task, however, Professor Kemmerer

has undertaken with distinct success in the following pages.

The A. B. C. of the Federal Resarve System should enjoy a

ing towards s Crrtrtrn".44,0w.,0
(ereeart/-1----
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by the Reserve Syeriem in conducting its 0

of the jkiited States Government.

Aated this volume to have, ncluded

exception and in view of the positi

(5)

wide circulatioh srerjtisp...er-43,4.4, a public service to undertake

the difficult task of preparing an account of this great change in

our fiscalfiscal system Mirktlit combinl accuracy with a em.4.4.4etrntt7

CZAA.4 (aKt: J'etvA,--Yit;u:

comprehensive survey 4the subject to avoid technical discussion

btedly, be prepared an

would,

such an

on now

ations as fiscal agent

however, unduly oomph-

account. With that

,-.0.0Cupied by the reserve

banks in the country's affairs-1.( s all that is required to give

the general reader el,,,,Very complete and accurate account of what

In future years there will, u

historical account and a2311Sis of the methods andj9,0Ticies adopted

it all means.

47-0at4/77K, ';').tvect,t. griPt444.1

-
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The Jeaerai e,servfi banks came into being in the month of7ovember
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derstanding of the deplorable defects in the American banking and

1914. The passage of the legislation by which they were created had been pre-

ceded by five years of discussion, following the financial upheaval of the fall

of 1907, such as might have been expected to prepare the way for the considerable

changes in banking methods contemplated by the new law.

Notwithstanding, however, that American bankers had gained a better un-

system,

the managers of the new,F6deral eserve banks soon found that the welcome accorded

to them by the banks of the country was, to say the least, cool. Business men gen-

erally Welcomed the change for the better, recognizing the protection which the re-

serve system afforded themfobut nevertheless both bankers and business men were re-

grettably ignorant of what it all meant.

It was the influence of the war which demanded that theAderal,RgServe

banks be organized as promptly as pos&le. The best banking machinery and the best

V
banking talent in the country seemed to be required to protect the interests of both

bankers and business men. Much was expected from the new system, once it was start-

ed. Very shortly, however, immense imports of gold from abroad, general business

prosperity stimulated by war profits, and reasonably comfortable conditions in credit

and banking, appeared to put theAegd'eral/XServe banks for the first two and one-half

years of their existence into the class of expensive luxuries; in fact they were
1

regarded as examples of governmental interference with business which were tolerated

but, nevertheless, were not appreciated by many bankers.

During this interval, November, 1914, to April, 1917, the system, by slow

stages of progress, found itself( The machinery for conducting actual operations

ef'
was designed and developed far beyond the requirements of the moment pie terms of

the Act were perfected where need was discovered, the men engaged in the work became

better acquainted with their duties and with each other, skilled clerks were engaged

and trained, and accounting methods were perfected, so that when the test came as
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a result of our the war,in 1917, the/ Federal Reserve banks were
A

in large measure prepared for the grave tasks and responsibilities at once to be

as

During these first twelve months of our country's participation in the

war the reserve system has become established upon a basis of confidence and respect,

even in fact of admiration, both bankers aid business meni

and tcr- sparirlr-effirrtre'"-Itriistr-s.s4abaks
Ue.A4e...L.A.4.0

g66a-nianagemen t deserves

the support now enjoyed.

During these three and one-half years, however, the work of organization,

and during the last year the work assumed by the Federal Reserve banks as fiscal

agents of the Government, haetre occupied the time of all connected with the system

that it has been difficult to overcome, in a comprehensive way, much of the ignorance

and misunderstanding of the functions of the ystem. It is widely accepted as success.

ful and necessary, but, with some exceptions, it is still hardly possible to say that

It is understood, It has cone as an enlargement of the scope of a great banking ma-

chine which had become complicated by the dual development of two classes of banks,

national and state; and.iin the case of state banks, a development which covered a

vast field of business activity/ not confined to commercial banking. Under the

Influence of the new system of twelve closely allied banks of reserve and of discount,

the tendency will be toward:unification and simplicity which will be brought about by

the state institutions, in increasing numbers, becoming stockholders and depositors

In the reserve banks.

Until, however, through evolution in method and many changes in both state

and national laws, we have a truly unified system, banking in this country will be a

puzzle and a Mystery to the casual observer, to the business man, and to bankers

abroad, unless its various features are presented in a concise and codaprehensive form,

stripped of the technicalities of economic edscussion.. It is much more difficult

to present a complex problem in concise form than in extended detail. This task,

however, Professor Kemmerer has undertaken with distinct successe-4he-4e*Iewtnr-
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4.-elettertpti-on of the functions assumed by the Federal reseiNe banks as tic-

...,

cal agents of the UAI;tvernment, and of the handling of war bonds, certifl'ates

of indebtedness andovernment funds would have complicated, and, possibly, rendered

, less clear the description of the position theiKderal eserve/Kistem occupies in

the banking field. It would have inyolved, farther, a discu ion of the long felt

necessity for a modification of the independent 4.asuryA(rstenrakh roperly n

been enlarged upon.....jatiZZA,,Xlatit.addrettratMr:

It is a public service to undertake the difficult task of preparing an account of

this great change in our fiscal system so as to combine accuracy with a comprehen-

sive survey of the subject and, at the same time, to avoid technical details.2)
-

,

that is required to give the reader an understanding of the fundament-

,'
als of the new regime of American banking is contained in the following pages, which

will be read with attention and interest by many who have been seeking this informa-

tion during the past three and one-half years.

-3-

91( .2_ !, iii(a.
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GOLD COMMITMENTS BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

The extent to which Federal reserve banks should enter into commitments

for the immediate shipment of gold, or for shipment at a period subsequent to the

termination of the war, should be determined as a matter of policy and whatever

determination is reached should, in my opinion, be made to apply to all twelve Feder-

al reserve banks.

Gold engagements with neutral countries to be liquidated subsequent to

the war, are in effect no differeAe from similar engagements which might be entered

into by the Federal government so far as the supnlI of gold is concerned, because

the reserve banks would necessarily furnish the gold in either. event. On the other

hand, an engagement by the Federal banks is slightly different from a government

engagement, because in the latter case direct diplomatic negotiations would be em-

ployed in dealing with any difficulty which might arise, whereas in the former it

would be a banking transaction pure and simple, and the central bank of the country

naturally should contemplate immediate fulfillment of such engagements without

postponement, because the influence upon domestic and foreign credit would be too

serious in its consequences, if avoidance of such obligation should be attempted.

It seems to me that a decision as to the amount of gold engagements of

this character to be undertaken can only be arrived at by considering the following

controlling factors:

FIRST: Is the engagement essential in order to secure materials required

by the proseclution of the war?

SECOND: Is the total undertaken for shipment prior to the conclusion of

the war large enough to impair our credit situation if shipment is demanded?

THIRD: Is the total committed for shipment subsequent to the conclusion

of the war sufficient to embOrass our credit situation when post-war readjustments

are imposed upon us?
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FOURTH Is the total of all engagements for immediate as well as post-war

shipment, likely to become so large as to be a oause of embarrassment at anime?

FIFTH Is consideration given to the rapidly growing current account, be-

tween this country and neutral nations, which in itself may require geld shipments when

the war is over, unless our exporters are in a position to ship goods in large volume.

All that I have had in mind in connection with negotiations now pending is to

insureShat we do not make commitments to the point of embarrassment by entering into

each agreement separately, without considering the effect upon our situation when the

total of all such engagements is considered.

Our undertaking with Argentinrinvolves a commitment at the present time of

about one hundred millions and this may require enlargement. The proposed agreement

with Chilialkewlse, may involve one hundred millions or more.

Negotiations are proceeding along similar lines with Peru, Bolivia and Colom-

bia, the amounts involved still being undetermined.

I AM informed that gold payments are in contemplation in Switzerland, and

Spain. for Italian account, The plans under consideration. from Mexico, likewise, in-

volve a moderate but constant loss of gold.

Negotiations have been under consideration with England and France for a con-

siderable joint shipment to Spain.

The dam total, therefore, of all undertakings, concluded or under consideratio

may, indeed, be ',Tory large.

It has seemed to me that before concluding the Chilean agreement, all pending

negotiations should be considered by the Federal Reserve Board which is the ultimate(y

responsible authority on banking reserves, and a definite policy adopted to which we

could all conform and by Which all reserve banks would be bound.

The importance of preserving international gold payment cannot be exagerated

but it seems to me that care must be exercised in case we assume the burden for making

payments to neutral countries for account of England and France or Italy that we do not

do so in such a way as to render control of our own banking reserves impossible.
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